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Abstract 

 

Cranial cruciate ligament (CCL) rupture is a common cause of pelvic limb lameness in

the dog. There are a multitude of techniques to address the instability associated with

CCL rupture however recently the proximal tibial osteotomy techniques whereby the

anatomy of the proximal tibia is changed to create an environment where an intact

CCL is not required for stability have become generally favoured by specialist surgeons

and the scientific literature. The Triple Tibial Osteotomy (TTO) is one such of these

techniques  however  relative  to  its  contemporaries,  the  Tibial  Plateau  Levelling

Osteotomy and the Tibial Tuberosity Advancement, there is scant literature published

on the technique. 

 

A radiographic cadaver study was performed to assess the effect of the TTO procedure

on the cranial tibial subluxation (CTS) and internal tibial rotation (ITR) that occurs in a

cranial  cruciate  ligament  deficient  stifle.  The  study  confirmed  and  quantified  that

transection of the CCL induces excessive CTS and ITR. The study found that CTS and ITR

persist  in a high percentage of  dogs  after  application of  the TTO (60.8%).  A lesser

percentage of dogs had resolution of CTS which was accompanied by a reduction in ITR

after application of the TTO (39.1%). Additionally, the study also sought to assess the

accuracy  of  the  wedge  osteotomy  which  was  found  to  be  consistently  larger  by

approximately  2o than planned on both the medial  and lateral  aspect  of  the tibia.

Despite this the post-operative patella tendon angle closely approximately the planned

90o.  
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1. Introduction 

 

The cranial cruciate ligament (CCL) is an important structure that contribute to static

stabilisation of the canine stifle joint. When the CCL is structurally and functionally

intact it limits cranial translocation of the tibia relative to the femur, internal rotation

of  the  tibia  relative  to  the  femur  and  the  ability  to  hyperextend  the  stifle  joint

(Arnoczky  and Marshall,  1977).  Rupture  of  the  CCL  causes  loss  of  these  functions

resulting in pain,  lameness,  loss of  limb function,  progression of  osteoarthritis  and

meniscal injury (Ritzo et al., 2014, Vasseur and Berry, 1992, Cook, 2010). The process

which leads  to  the  degeneration  and subsequent  rupture  of  the  CCL is  commonly

referred  to  as  ‘cruciate  disease’.  The  exact  mechanisms  for  the  process  of

degeneration of the CCL are unknown; however biomechanical and biological factors

affecting the stifle joint have been implicated. Rupture of the CCL is common in dogs:

in  various  studies  the  condition  has  been  reported  as  the  second  most  common

specific joint disease and overwhelmingly the most common musculoskeletal disorder

affecting the stifle joint (Whitehair et al., 1993, Johnson et al., 1994). 

 

Due  to  the  frequency  and  morbidity  associated  with  rupture  of  the  CCL,  the

management of this injury is an area that holds great interest within the veterinary

profession. The scientific veterinary literature is replete with procedures described to

address  the structural  and functional  consequences  of  CCL rupture.  In  light  of  the

management  options  for  CCL  rupture  that  are  available,  the  decision  of  which

technique, if any, to apply to individual patients is dependent on a broad range of both

clinical and client factors, including patient signalment and lifestyle, magnitude and

duration of disability, reported efficacy of specific procedures, surgeon preference and

client finances.  In  addition,  it  is  important  that  evidence-based decisions regarding

selection  of  surgical  procedure  are  made,  through  consideration  and  appraisal  of

available evidence. 
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Historically,  the  surgical  treatment  of  CCL  rupture  has  focused  on  reconstructive

techniques which aim to approximate the function of the native ligament (Tonks et al.,

2011). A divergence from this approach began in 1984 when a novel technique for the

treatment of CCL rupture, the cranial tibial wedge osteotomy (CTWO), was described

by  Slocum  and  Devine  (1993).  This  was  the  first  of  the  described  proximal  tibial

osteotomy techniques, which have become the preferred treatment options for CCL

rupture  in  large  breed  dogs.  The  results  of  recent  surveys  of  primary  accession

veterinarians  and  specialist  veterinary  surgeons  indicate  that  the  Tibial  Plateau

Levelling  Osteotomy  (TPLO)  and  Tibial  Tuberosity  Advancement  (TTA)  are

overwhelmingly favoured by practitioners for the management of CCL rupture (von

Pfeil et al., 2018, Duerr et al., 2014). All proximal tibial osteotomy techniques aim to

eliminate the cranial tibial subluxation (CTS) that occurs during weight bearing in the

CCL deficient stifle, either by reducing the slope of the tibial plateau or advancement

of  the tibial  tuberosity.  Through the TPLO or TTA techniques,  the shear force that

typically exists between the femur and the tibia during weight bearing is converted to

a compressive one creating what has been coined ‘dynamic stability’ within the stifle

joint (Tepic and Montavon, 2002, Slocum, 1993). 

 

The  popularity  of  the  TPLO  and  TTA  methods  is  undoubtedly  supported  by  the

expanding volume of evidence that continues to support the beneficial biomechanical

and clinical outcomes achieved with these techniques. To date, investigations into the

TPLO  and  TTA  have  included  ex  vivo evaluations,  computer-based biomechanical

evaluations, large retrospective case series and prospective clinical trials with objective

outcome measures (Nelson et al., 2013, Krotscheck et al., 2016, Fitzpatrick and Solano,

2010, Costa et al., 2017, Apelt et al., 2007, Warzee et al., 2001, Brown et al., 2014,

Brown  et  al.,  2015,  Schwede  et  al.,  2018).  Nevertheless,  further  investigation  of

approaches to improve the surgical  management of CCL are warranted to optimise

post-operative outcomes and animal welfare. 

 

The Triple Tibial Osteotomy (TTO) is a proximal tibial osteotomy technique to treat CCL

rupture that was developed in Australia by Bruce  et al.  and first described in 2007.
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Similar to the TTA, the aim of the TTO technique is to create a patellar tendon angle of

90o to eliminate CTS: this aim is specifically achieved by the TTO by a combination of a

closing tibial wedge osteotomy and simultaneous tibial tuberosity advancement (Bruce

et al., 2007). Despite the potential biomechanical advantages of the TTO method, the

available evidence is limited as there are only two case series that have been published

subsequent to the introduction of the technique by Bruce et al. (2007). Importantly, if

further studies of the TTO can demonstrate sound biomechanics, favourable clinical

outcomes and low complication rates, the procedure may receive broader acceptance

as a surgical method for CCL, comparable to the TPLO and TTA. 

 

The objective of the current study was to evaluate the biomechanical outcomes of the

TTO in a canine cadaver-based loading study. Studies of the biomechanical results of

the  TPLO,  TTA  and  CTWO  under  various  loading  conditions  have  been  reported

previously, and data for the TTO is required to facilitate comparison between surgical

techniques (Warzee et al., 2001, Apelt et al., 2007, Apelt et al., 2010). Cadaver-based

loading studies have also been used to investigate the effect of meniscal injury and

meniscal surgery (Warzee et al., 2001, Pozzi et al., 2006, Pozzi et al., 2010b, Apelt et

al., 2010, Pozzi et al., 2010a, Apelt et al., 2007).  

 

Specifically, the aims of the study were to:  

1. Confirm  and  quantify  that  transection  of  the  CCL  induces  CTS  and  internal  tibial

rotation (ITR) in a cadaver model  

2. Assess the effect of the TTO on CTS and ITR in a cadaver model, with CTS quantified as

a distance in millimetres and ITR as an angle in degrees 

3. Assess the planned wedge angle versus the achieved wedge angle via volume rendered

computed tomography of the excised wedge 

4. Record  intraoperative  complications  associated  with  fracture  of  the  tibial  crest

osteotomy (TCO) and tibial wedge osteotomy (TWO)
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2. Literature Review  

 

2.1 Introduction to Cruciate Disease  

 

Damage  to  the  cranial  cruciate  ligament  (CCL)  is  a  common  cause  of  pelvic  limb

lameness in the dog and overwhelmingly the most common joint disease affecting the

stifle  (Johnson  et  al.,  1994,  Ness  et  al.,  1996).  The  translational  and  rotational

instability induced by CCL injury causes affected animals to display clinical  signs of

lameness, pain and limb dysfunction with common sequelae of meniscal injury and

progression of osteoarthritis (Vasseur and Berry, 1992, Ritzo et al., 2014). In addition

to patient morbidity factors, CCL injury also has a significant economic impact: in 2003,

the estimated financial cost of the disease was estimated to be 1.32 billion US dollars

annually, with 271,000 dogs undergoing treatment in the USA (Wilke et al., 2005).  

 

Although avulsion of the CCL and acute traumatic injuries have been described, the

most common cause of damage to the CCL in dogs is from a chronic degenerative

process, broadly referred to as cruciate disease (Vasseur et al., 1985, Williams et al.,

1997, Bruce, 1998, Bennett et al., 1988). Within a healthy stifle joint, there is complex

interplay between biological and biomechanical factors that are required for complete

and painless use of the limb. Cruciate disease occurs when a combination of presumed

causal  and  risk  factors  leads  to  a  self-propagating  cycle  of  abnormal  biology  and

abnormal biomechanics within the stifle that ultimately result in CCL rupture (Cook,

2010).  Biological  factors that  have been implicated in the development of  cruciate

disease  include  stifle  joint  inflammation,  degradation  and  degeneration  of

intraarticular structures, impaired synthesis and turnover of extracellular matrix, and

cellular  necrosis and apoptosis  (Cook,  2010).  Biomechanical  factors that  have been

implicated in cruciate disease are various types and degrees of joint instability, muscle

weakness and dysfunction, malalignment, conformation changes, altered kinematics
13 

 



and  distorted  joint  contact  areas  and  pressures  (Cook,  2010).  Cook  (2010)  has

suggested referring to cruciate disease as stifle dysplasia in an effort to promote a

holistic approach to exploring the pathogenesis, diagnosis and treatment of what is a

multifaceted disease process.  

2.2 Anatomy of the Canine Stifle  

 

The canine stifle  is  a  compound joint  comprised of  articular  surfaces  between the

patella  and  femur  and  the  tibia  and  femur,  both  contained  within  a  single  joint

capsule. The femorotibial joint is a condylar joint formed by the two distal condyles of

the femur articulating with the concavities of the proximal tibia allowing for flexion,

extension and a small  amount of rotation.  Inserted between the femoral and tibial

condyles  are  the medial  and lateral  menisci,  which  are  wedge  shaped,  crescentric

fibrocartilaginous discs with multiple ligamentous attachments to the tibia and femur

(Figure 1).  The function of  the menisci  is  to  improve joint congruency and absorb

concussive  forces  between  the  tibia  and  femur  that  occur  during  weight  bearing

(Pasquini et al., 2007).  

  

Figure 2.1: Major anatomical structures associated with the canine stifle (Adams, 2004) There
are four major ligaments attaching the femur to the tibia. The paired collateral ligaments and
paired cruciate ligaments. The collateral ligaments are extracapsular fibrous bands connecting
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the femur to the tibia and femur to the fibula on the medial and lateral aspects of the joint
respectively.  In extension the ligaments  are  primary restraints  preventing varus  and valgus
angulation as well as limiting internal and external rotation of the tibia. In flexion the collateral
ligaments become less taut permitting more varus and valgus angulation. External rotation of
the stifle is limited only be the collateral ligaments (Vasseur and Arnoczky, 1981). 
 

The paired cruciate  ligaments  are  intra-articular,  extrasynovial  fibrous  bands which

cross as  they insert  cranially  and caudally  on the tibia  (for  which each ligament is

named). The CCL arises from the caudal aspect of the medial side of the lateral femoral

condyle.  The  ligament  then  courses  cranially,  medially  and  distally  across  the

intercondylar fossa and attaches to the cranial intercondylar area of the tibia (Figure

2). As the stifle is flexed the CCL becomes wound and twisted. The ligament is grossly

divided into a larger caudolateral band which is taut in extension and loose in flexion

and  a  smaller  craniomedial  band  which  remained  taut  in  flexion  and  extension

(Arnoczky  and  Marshall,  1977).  The  function  of  the  CCL  is  to  prevent  cranial

translocation of the tibia relative to the femur (cranial drawer), limit internal rotation

of the tibia relative to the femur and to limit hyperextension of  the stifle joint.  In

comparison to a stifle with an intact CCL, a CCL deficient stifle maintained in extension

was found to have increased cranial drawer from 0mm to 2mm (0mm to 9.5mm with

90o stifle flexion), an increased internal tibial rotation from 6o  to 15o (19o to 45o with

90o stifle flexion) and an increased stifle extension from 148o to 160o  (Arnoczky and

Marshall, 1977). 
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Figure 2.2: Canine stifle with sagittal cutaway of medial femoral condyle allowing view
of entire CCL in extension (left) and flexion (right) (Arnoczky and Marshall, 1977). 
 

The caudal cruciate ligament (CaCL) arises from the ventral aspect of the lateral side of

the medial femoral condyle (Figure 3). The ligament courses caudodistally and inserts

on the caudomedial aspect of the tibia at the medial aspect of the popliteal notch. Due

to the orientation of the insertions, the ligament spirals slightly which is exacerbated

by flexion. Similar to the CLL, the CaCL ligament is comprised of two bands: a cranial

band which is taut in flexion and loose in extension and a caudal band which was loose

in  flexion  and  taught  in  extension.  The  function  of  the  CaCL  is  to  prevent  caudal

translocation of the tibial relative to the femur and to limit internal rotation of the

tibia relative to the femur. Unlike the CCL, The CaCL does not have a role in limiting

hyperextension of the stifle. In comparison to a stifle with an intact CaCL, rupture of

the CaCL resulted in an increase in caudal drawer from 0mm to 2mm when the stifle

was maintained in extension (0mm to 8mm with 90o stifle flexion) and an increase in in

internal tibial rotation from 6o  to 14o  (19o to 40o  with 90o stifle flexion) (Arnoczky and

Marshall, 1977). 
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Figure 2.3: Canine stifle with sagittal cutaway of lateral femoral condyle allowing view
of entire CaCL in extension (left) and flexion (right) (Arnoczky and Marshall, 1977). 
 

In addition to the ligamentous structures, menisci, joint capsule and articular contours

that form the passive stabilizers of  the stifle joint,  there is  also muscular  anatomy

associated  with  the  stabilization  of  the  stifle  joint.  The  muscular  anatomy  that

contributes  to  the stability  of  the stifle  are  referred to  as  dynamic  stabilizers  and

primarily  consist  of  the  quadriceps,  gastrocnemius,  semitendinosus  and

semimembranosus  muscles.  The  quadriceps  and  gastrocnemius  muscles  may  drive

cranial tibial subluxation (CTS) and the semitendinosus and semimembranosus muscles

provide restraint to CTS (Kanno et al., 2012) (Korvick et al., 1994, Adrian et al., 2013).

Together the passive and dynamic stabilizers work in concert to maintain normal stifle

kinematics. 

 

2.3 Epidemiology of Cruciate Disease 

 

Rupture of the CCL has been reported to be the second most common specific joint

disease in dogs behind hip dysplasia,  with an incidence of 18.2 and 15.5 cases per

1,000  dogs  in  referral  populations  and  5.5  cases  per  1,000  dogs  in  primary  care
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practice (Taylor-Brown et al., 2015, Johnson et al., 1994, Whitehair et al., 1993). The

condition is overwhelmingly the most common musculoskeletal disorder affecting the

stifle  joint  (Johnson  et  al.,  1994).  Witsberger  et  al. (2008)  found  an  increasing

prevalence of CCL rupture over a 40-year period from 1964-2003, with an increase

from 1.81% (1964-1973) through to 4.87% during 1994-2003. The prevalence of CCL

reported  by  Witsberger  et  al. (2008)  is  much  higher  than  the  prevalence  of  the

condition  in  other  studies  where  a  range  of  0.56%-2.6%  has  been  reported

(TaylorBrown et al.,  2015, Adams et al., 2011, Witsberger et al., 2008). The authors

attributed this disparity to an increased recognition of CCL rupture as opposed to a

true  increase  in  prevalence;  however,  an  association  with  an  increase  in  the

prevalence of obese dogs could not be excluded (Witsberger et al., 2008). 

 

Risk factors associated with CCL rupture in dog populations have been evaluated in a

number of studies undertaken in USA, UK and Canada (Witsberger et al., 2008, Adams

et al., 2011, Buote et al., 2009, Slauterbeck et al., 2004, Duval et al., 1999, TaylorBrown

et al., 2015, Whitehair et al., 1993, Guthrie et al., 2012, Harasen, 2003, Harasen, 2008).

The predisposition of the condition due to breed is consistent finding between studies,

although there appears to be variation between dog populations in the UK and USA.

Breeds with the greatest risk of disease, irrespective of location include Rottweilers,

Labradors,  Boxers,  Golden Retrievers and Staffordshire Bull  Terriers.  In the UK, the

prevalence of CCL rupture is greater in West Highland White Terriers and Yorkshire

Terriers, whereas in the USA, Newfoundlands, Saint Bernards and Bulldogs are more

likely to be affected (Witsberger et al., 2008, Taylor-Brown et al., 2015, Adams et al.,

2011, Guthrie et al., 2012). 

 

Multiple studies of the epidemiology of CCL rupture have identified increasing animal

age as a risk factor. Supporting the evidence that cruciate disease occurs as a chronic

degenerative  process,  studies  have  found that  middle  aged and older  animals  are

more commonly affected by the condition. In large population studies in the USA and

UK, a median age at first diagnosis of 7 years, peak prevalence of disease between 7-

10 years and an increased likelihood of disease (based on odds ratios) at 4-7 years and

>7 years compared to 2 month-1 year and 1-4 years have been reported (Whitehair et
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al.,  1993,  Witsberger  et  al.,  2008,  Taylor-Brown  et  al.,  2015).  However,  younger

animals may also be affected by CCL rupture: Bennett  et al. (1988) reported that a

population of young adult large breed dogs were presenting with cruciate disease at a

younger age (21.4 months) compared to the more traditional middle and older age

groups (Figure 2.4). In this study, 25% of the affected dogs were Rottweilers (Bennett

et al., 1988). This pattern of young adult large breed dogs presenting with CCL rupture

has been subsequently confirmed in multiple separate studies (Guthrie et al.,  2012,

Duval et al., 1999, Witsberger et al., 2008).

  

 

 

Figure 2.4: Histogram from Bennett et al. (1988) demonstrating the age distribution of 
111 cases of CCL rupture. Fifty-five of the dogs were under 4 years of age and 25%
were Rottweilers. Note the predominance of young dogs presented. 
 

The sex and reproductive status of animals may also influence the development of CCL

rupture. In a number of studies, female dogs had a higher prevalence of the disease

than male dogs, and desexed dogs had a significantly higher prevalence than sexually

intact  dogs  (Witsberger  et  al.,  2008,  Whitehair  et  al.,  1993,  Duval  et  al.,  1999,

TaylorBrown et al., 2015, Slauterbeck et al., 2004). In one study of 1,243,681 dogs over
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1963-2003,  the  overall  prevalence  of  4.54%  in  de-sexed  females,  1.55%  in  intact

females, 4.06% in de-sexed males and 1.57% in intact males. Similar studies in the USA

and UK have had comparable results (Whitehair et al., 1993, Taylor-Brown et al., 2015,

Slauterbeck et al., 2004, Adams et al., 2011).  

 

There have also been investigations into the relationship between body weight and

obesity as risk factors for CCL rupture. Given the greater prevalence of CCL rupture in

large  breed  dogs,  consideration  has  been  given  to  the  possibility  that  increasing

bodyweight  is a risk  factor for CCL rupture;  however, there are conflicting findings

between published studies. Some studies have found that increasing weight is a risk

factor  for  CCL  rupture  (Bennett  et  al.,  1988,  Duval  et  al.,  1999)  and  bilateral  CCL

rupture (Grierson et al., 2011). Conversely, other authors have argued that bodyweight

does not influence the development of CCL rupture (Buote et al., 2009, Guthrie et al.,

2012).  Likely  of  greater  importance  is  the  relationship  between  obesity  and  CCL

rupture. There are two studies that have assessed the effect of obesity by comparing a

‘CCL rupture’  population  against  a  control  population and both  studies  reported a

strong association between obesity and CCL rupture with odds ratios of 3.76 and 3.4

(Taylor-Brown et al., 2015, Adams et al., 2011). The probable reason for the increased

risk of CCL rupture is increased loading of limbs as a consequence of obesity, resulting

in increased strain on the CCL which accelerates the degeneration and predisposition

to damage (Comerford et al., 2011, Griffon, 2010).  

 

2.4 Non-surgical Management of CCL Rupture 

 

Non-surgical management of CCL rupture has been assessed previously (Vasseur, 1984,

Pond and Campbell, 1972, Wucherer et al., 2013). Typical non-surgical management

variably  consists  of  reduction  of  body  weight,  administration  of  non-steroidal

antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), exercise restriction, and physical therapy. Vasseur et

al. (1984)  found  that  non-surgical  management  of  dogs  weighing  less  than  15kg

proved successful, with 85.7% of dogs considered to be clinically normal (no lameness

and normal range of motion on stifle) or improved after an average follow up period of
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36 months,  compared to only 19.3% of dogs  weighing greater than 15kg (Vasseur,

1984). A more recent prospective, randomized study comparing short and long term

outcomes  for  overweight  dogs  (bodyweight  >  20kg)  with  CCL  rupture  treated  by

surgical and non-surgical methods found better outcomes in dogs treated via surgery

(75%) although 63.6% of dogs treated non-surgically still had a successful outcome at

the 12 month evaluation time (Wucherer et al., 2013). In a recent questionnaire study

of veterinarians in the UK on the management of CCL rupture in dogs weighing less

than 15kg, it was determined that conservative management is still widely used for the

treatment  of  CCL  rupture  in  dogs  weighing  less  than  15kg  with  only  15.5%  of

veterinarians surveyed recommending immediate surgical management (Comerford et

al., 2013). Interestingly, veterinarians in the USA may have contrasting approaches to

the use of non-surgical management of CCL rupture, as in a survey of veterinarians,

only  2%  and  6%  of  specialist  surgeons  and  general  practitioners,  respectively,

recommended non-surgical management of a CCL rupture in a 9.1kg dog (Duerr et al.,

2014). 

 

2.5 Surgical Management of CCL Rupture 

 

Historically, the treatment of animals with CCL rupture has focused on extra-articular

reconstructive and intra-articular reconstructive techniques that use a combination of

autografts,  allografts,  xenografts  and synthetic  materials  to  replace and mimic  the

function  of  the  native  CCL  Tonks  et  al.,  2011).  The  most  widely  used  of  these

procedures  is  the  lateral  fabellae-tibial  suture  (LFTS)  (Duerr  et  al.,  2014).   The

technique involves passing a synthetic suture material around the lateral fabellae and

through a hole drilled in the proximal tibial tuberosity. A knot or crimp is then applied

on the lateral aspect of the joint with the limb held in approximately 100 o of flexion

(Fischer et al., 2010). Common variations include passing the suture through two bone

tunnels in the proximal tibia or the use of bone anchors applied to the femur close to

the area of the lateral fabellae (Schulz, 2007, R. Edwards et al., 1993). The LFTS aims to

transiently  restrain  excessive  CTS  and  internal  tibial  rotation  until  sufficient  joint

adaptation occurs to provide functional stability and improved limb function (Tonks et

al., 2011). Recent interest in the area of extra-articular reconstructive techniques has
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centred  on  better  definition  of  isometric  fixation  points,  use  of  synthetic  braided

implant material  and knotless fixation (Pozzi,  2017,  Hulse et al.,  2010,  Cook et al.,

2010). Outcomes associated with these techniques have generally been reported to be

favourable, although many of the studies providing these data are retrospective and

rely on subjective data assessments such as physical examination, lameness scoring

and owner assessment (Tonks et al., 2011). 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Craniocaudal and lateral illustration demonstrating placed of a traditional 
LFTS  using  the lateral  fabellae  and tibial  tuberosity  as  anchor  points  (Tonks  et  al.,
2011). 
 

A novel approach to the diagnosis of CCL rupture that involves the tibial compression

mechanism  was  described  in  1978  (Henderson  and  Milton,  1978).  The  tibial

compression mechanism involves the stifle being maintained at a standing angle with

one  finger  over  the  tibial  crest,  the  hock  is  then  flexed  and  extended.  Cranial

movement  of  the  tibia  relative  to  the  femur  indicates  the  presence  of  a  cranial

shearing force within the joint that would typically be antagonised by an intact CCL. On

palpation the presence of this cranial movement of the tibia is consistent with rupture

of the CCL (Henderson and Milton, 1978). Slocum and Devine expanded on this work in

1983  with  a  description  of  cranial  tibial  thrust  (CTT)  which  they  described  as  the

unrestricted cranial translation of the tibia relative to the femur that occurs in the CCL

deficient stifle during the stance phase of gait (Slocum and Devine, 1983). The authors

initially hypothesised that elimination of CTT would create an environment within the
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stifle that would allow the traditional reconstructive techniques for CCL rupture to be

more successful  as the forces transmitted through the stifle  during weight bearing

were approximately parallel to the long axis of the tibia. The tibial plateau of the dog

slopes caudodistally, resulting in a cranial shearing force and CTT in the absence of an

intact CCL (Figure 6). Consequently, the authors proposed that CTT would be resolved

if the tibial plateau was made perpendicular to the long axis of the tibia as there would

be a conversion of the cranial shearing force between the femur and the tibia into a

compressive one which would eliminate CTT (Slocum and Devine, 1983). 

 

 

Figure  2.6:  Slocum and Devine’s  original  illustration demonstrating  CTT between the
femur and the tibia of the dog’s stifle. The diagram demonstrates the transmission of
stifle forces to the tibia during weight bearing when the tibial plateau is sloped or 
perpendicular  to its long axis.  A cranial  shearing or compressive force is respectively
generated. F = long axis;  C = compressive forces;  P = tibial  plateau; T = tibial  thrust
(Slocum and Devine, 1983). 
 

Subsequent to their earlier findings, Slocum and Devine (1984) described the Cranial

Tibial Wedge Osteotomy (CTWO) as the first procedure that resolved CTT by making

the tibial plateau perpendicular to the long axis of the tibia. The procedure involves

the removal of a wedge of bone from the proximal tibia, reducing the slope of the

tibial plateau to making it perpendicular to the long axis of the tibia, thus eliminating

CTT. Reduction was maintained via a bone plate placed on the medial surface of the

proximal tibia. Initially the repair was augmented by a reconstructive technique such
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as fascial imbrication to additionally eliminate cranial drawer; however, over time this

component was abandoned and the CTWO was performed effectively as a standalone

procedure (Slocum and Devine, 1984). 

  

 
The biomechanical principle of altering the slope of the tibial plateau forms the basis

of the Tibial Plateau Levelling Osteotomy (TPLO), described by Slocum and Devine in

1993 (Figure 7). Instead of the removal of a wedge of bone from the proximal tibia, a

radial osteotomy of the proximal tibia is performed which is rotated until it becomes

approximately perpendicular  to the long axis of  the tibia at  which point fixation is

provided via a bone plate  placed on the medial  surface of  the proximal  tibia.  The

procedure  is  a  refinement  of  the  CTWO  as  it  allows  more  precise  intraoperative

adjustments of the TPA, no limb shortening and maintenance of the original position

of the tibial tuberosity and patellofemoral joint (Talaat et al., 2006). 

 

 

Figure 2.7: Slocum and Devine’s biomechanical principle for resolving CTT via TPLO.
They  suggested  that  the  total  force  transmitted  through  the  stifle  during  weight
bearing is approximately parallel to the long axis of the tibia (magenta arrow). The
cranial shearing force is therefore created by the caudodistal sloping tibial plateau if
not restrained by an intact CCL. By rotating the tibial plateau after a radial osteotomy
the tibial plateau is made approximately perpendicular to the long axis of the tibia
converting the cranial shearing force into a compressive one (yellow arrow) thereby
resolving CTT (Kim et al., 2008).  
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The concept of CTT and its elimination as a treatment for CCL rupture was revisited by

Tepic  et al. (2002) who suggested a different biomechanical principle by which it is

resolved. The authors reasoned that when the limb is loaded by a force, the total force

transmitted through the stifle is nearly parallel to the patellar tendon and in order to

resolve CTT, the tibial plateau should be made perpendicular to the patellar tendon to

convert the cranial shearing force into a compressive force which resolves CTT (Tepic

et al., 2002). Based on this biomechanical principle, the Tibial Tuberosity Advancement

(TTA)  procedure  was  described  by  (Tepic  and  Montavon,  2002),  whereby  an

osteotomy of the tibial tuberosity is performed and advanced cranially and proximally

until the patellar tendon becomes perpendicular to the tibial plateau (Figure 8). The

osteotomy is maintained via an appropriately sized spacer cage at the proximal extent

of the osteotomy and a tension band bone plate is applied to the medial aspect of the

tibia. The defect created by the advancement is filled with an autogenous or allogenic

bone graft to accelerate bone union (Tepic and Montavon, 2002). 

 

 

Figure 2.8: Tepic  et al. biomechanical principle for resolving CTT. They suggested that
the total force transmitted through the stifle during weight bearing is approximately
parallel to the patellar tendon (magenta arrow). This creates the cranial shearing force
between the femur and tibia known as CTT if not restrained by an intact CCL. They
theorized that by advancing the tibial tuberosity cranially the tibial plateau could be
made  approximately  perpendicular  to  the  patellar  tendon  and  convert  the  cranial
shearing force into a compressive one (yellow arrow) thereby resolving CTT (Kim et al.,
2008). 
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2.6 Outcomes and Comparisons of TPLO, TTA and LFTS 

 

Direct,  long  term,  comparisons  of  the  TPLO,  and  LFTS  procedures,  using  objective

measurements and control populations have recently been performed in two studies

(Gordon-Evans et al., 2013, Nelson et al., 2013). In both studies, the TPLO was found to

be associated with superior outcomes than the LFTS. In the study of Gordon-Evans et

al. (2013),  force-plate  gait  analysis  of  dogs  with  naturally  occurring  unilateral  CCL

rupture revealed the TPLO group had improved peak vertical forces in treated limbs at

a  walk  (5%  greater)  and  trot  (11%  greater)  in  comparison  to  the  LFTS  group.

Additionally,  the  authors  reported  owner  satisfaction  ratings  of  93% for  the  TPLO

group and 75% for LFTS at 12 months after surgery (Gordon-Evans et al., 2013). Nelson

et al. (2013) demonstrated more symmetric limb loading assessed by force-plate gait

analysis in the TPLO group than the LFTS group at both the walk and trot and there

was  no  difference  in  gait  compared  to  the  control  group  by  6  to  12  months

postoperatively. In that study, limb loading for the LFTS group was found to be less

symmetrical than the control group at all  time periods. The authors concluded that

TPLO achieves normal limb loading faster than LFTS and results in limb function that

was  indistinguishable  from  the  control  population  by  12  months  post-operatively

(Nelson et al., 2013). 

 

Subsequent to the study of Nelson et al. (2013), Krotscheck et al. (2016) compared the

TTA  applied  to  naturally  occurring  unilateral  cruciate  rupture  with  the  previously

published TPLO, LFTS and control group data (Krotscheck et al., 2016, Nelson et al.,

2013). Based on force-plate gait analysis, the authors demonstrated that at the walk,

both the TTA and TPLO groups achieved normal function based on peak vertical force:

the TPLO resulted in normalcy earlier that the TTA. In that study, the LFTS did not

result in normal limb function at the walk, and at the trot, the TPLO group was the only

group to achieve normal function when compared to the control group, whereas the

TTA and LFTS did not (Krotscheck et al., 2016). 

 

In a recent systemic review surgical treatment for cruciate disease in dogs, 34 papers

evaluating  the  TPLO,  TTA  and  LFTS  procedures  were  included  and  the  authors
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concluded that the best available evidence most strongly supports a normal return to

clinical function following TPLO surgery in dogs with naturally occurring CCL rupture.

(Bergh  et  al.,  2014).  The  authors  also  found  that  functional  recovery  in  the

intermediate post-operative time period was superior following TPLO compared with

LFTS. There were insufficient data to provide conclusions on the efficacy of the TTA

procedure  (Bergh  et  al.,  2014).  It  must  be  considered that  TPLO predates  TTA  by

approximately 9 years, resulting in a smaller body of literature documenting outcomes

for TTA, compared to TPLO and LFTS. 

 

2.7 Popularity of Tibial Osteotomy Procedures 

 

Proximal tibial osteotomy procedures for the treatment of CCL rupture have gained

considerable popularity since the first description of the CTWO by Slocum and Devine

in 1984. Recently, a cross sectional study of a population of Veterinary Orthopaedic

Society members performing approximately 30,000 CCL surgeries annually found the

preferred method was the TPLO (78.6%) followed by the  TTA (13.9%) in dogs weighing

>33lbs (>15kg) (von Pfeil et al., 2018). Similarly, in a survey of ACVS Diplomates, the

recommendation  of  respondents  for  procedure  type  in  large  dogs  (>27.2kg)  with

complete CCL rupture was TPLO (71%) followed by TTA (15%) (Duerr et al., 2014). In

the same study, the advice for a 9.1kg dog was for an extracapsular reconstructive

technique (65%) followed by TPLO (20%) and TTA (4%) (Duerr  et  al.,  2014).  These

results  demonstrate  the  wide  acceptance  and  preference  for  proximal  tibial

osteotomies, as opposed to traditional reconstructive techniques for the treatment of

CCL rupture in medium to large breed dogs. 

 

2.8 Concurrent Meniscal Injury 

 

The importance of the menisci  in maintaining stifle joint health is well  established.

Intact healthy menisci contribute to load bearing, load distribution, shock absorption

and joint stability (Tobias and Johnston, 2011). Concurrent injury to the meniscus in
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dogs affected by cruciate  disease is  common with a recent  study reporting overall

rates of 72% and up to 83% in cases assessed using arthroscopy (Ritzo et al., 2014).

These  rates  of  concurrent  meniscal  injury  are  higher  than  previous  studies  where

prevalence  of  injury  was  ≤60%  (Casale  and  McCarthy,  2009,  Ralphs  and  Whitney,

2002). Meniscal injury is a common complication of CCL surgery, with reported rates of

3.1-25.4% for TTA and 0.7-13% for TPLO (Fitzpatrick and Solano, 2010, Pacchiana et al.,

2003, Cook et al., 2010, Thieman et al., 2006, Costa et al., 2017, Lafaver et al., 2007,

Steinberg et al., 2011, Wolf et al., 2012a, Hoffmann et al., 2006, Stein and Schmoekel,

2008, Dymond et al., 2010, Edwards et al., 2016). Proposed management options for

meniscal  injury  include  partial  meniscectomy,  meniscal  release  or  no  treatment

(McCready and Ness, 2016). There is no consensus in the literature with regards to

management of meniscal injury; despite a large number of published studies on the

topic, the quality of evidence for any type of management is low (McCready and Ness,

2016). As such, decision making for meniscal injury is at the discretion of the surgeon. 

 

2.9 Use of Loading Studies to Evaluate Proximal Tibial Osteotomy Techniques 

 

In vitro biomechanical evaluations of the TPLO, TTA and CTWO have previously been

described (Warzee et al., 2001, Johnson et al., 2011, Pozzi et al., 2006, Kowaleski et al.,

2005, Reif et al., 2002, Hoffmann et al., 2011, Apelt et al., 2007, Kipfer et al., 2008,

Apelt et al., 2010, Miller et al., 2007). Prior to these studies, proximal tibial osteotomy

procedures were based on the hypothesis that the shearing force that occurs between

the femur and the tibia during weight bearing (CTT) in the CCL deficient stifle would be

converted to a compressive one via either levelling of the tibial  plateau (TPLO and

CTWO) or making the tibial plateau parallel to the straight patellar tendon (TTA). 

 

Warzee et al. (2001) were the first authors to describe the use of a custom loading

frame for in vitro biomechanical assessment of the TPLO (Warzee et al., 2001). Using

this model, the researchers were able to evaluate the effect of the TPLO on CTS and

tibial axial rotation, the minimal tibial plateau rotation angle that eliminates CTT and

the  contribution  of  the  CaCL  to  stifle  stability  after  tibial  plateau  rotation.  The
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assessment of these biomechanical  effects was achieved through a combination of

serial radiographs of stifles with intact CCL, CCL deficient stifles and after application of

a custom TPLO plate and the application of a strain gauge instrumented force probe

implanted  into  the  CaCL.  In  this  study,  the  TPLO  was  reported  to  be  effective  at

eliminating CTS with a reduction from +18.9mm ± 3.4mm in CCL deficient stifles to

6.3mm  ±  1.8mm  after  application  of  TPLO.  In  addition,  a  reduction,  but  not

normalisation, in tibial axial rotation from 23.2o ± 6.8o in CCL deficient stifles to 9.5o ±

6.3o after  application of  TPLO and an increase in  CaCL strain  with increasing tibial

plateau rotation (Warzee et al., 2001) were found. 

 

 

Figure 2.9:  Warzee  et al. (2001) original  custom loading frame used for cadaveric based
evaluation of the TPLO. The frame allows a canine pelvic limb to be mounted at a fixed hip
angle.  Stifle  and  hock  angles  can  be  set  by  adjusting  the  spring-loaded  link  and  rigid
turnbuckle  applied  to  simulate  the  quadriceps  and  gastrocnemius  muscle  groups,
respectively. 
 

In-vitro studies using loaded custom loading frames have been performed to assess

the effectiveness of the CTWO and TTA for the elimination of CTS. In these studies,

transection of the CCL induced CTS which was resolved after plateau levelling to 4-6 o

or advancement of  the tibial  tuberosity  to a  PTA of  90.3  ± 9o for  CTWO and TTA,
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respectively (Apelt et al., 2010, Apelt et al., 2007). In addition to elimination of CTS,

custom loading frames have been used to investigated effects of the position of the

tibial osteotomy on CTS for TPLO (Kowaleski et al., 2005), medial meniscal release on

CTS for TPLO (Pozzi et al., 2006), stifle angle on CTS for TPLO and TTA (Hoffmann et al.,

2011,  Johnson  et  al.,  2011)  and  TPLO,  TTA  and  meniscal  release  on  femorotibial

contact mechanics (Kim et al., 2009a, Kim et al., 2009b, Pozzi et al., 2010a). The major

limitation of this type of study, is recreating the dynamic muscle forces that exist  in

vivo. In the previously reported studies, simulation of dynamic muscle forces has been

variable and inconsistent and attempted by a combination of rigid links, spring links,

leaving the muscle in situ and omitting the muscle entirely. Further, the magnitude of

muscle  contraction  at  stance  which  would  contribute  to  stifle  stability  is  currently

unknown.  Despite  this  limitation,  these  models  are  still  useful  to  investigate

biomechanical forces as when limbs are loaded, CTS is not apparent in a CCL intact

stifle, whereas it is induced by transection of the CCL and resolved via application of an

appropriately applied proximal tibial osteotomy technique. 

 

2.10 Triple Tibial Osteotomy 

 

There is a scarcity of literature published describing the efficacy of the Triple Tibial

Osteotomy (TTO) for treatment of CCL rupture, in comparison to knowledge of the

TPLO and the TTA. The popularity of the TTO procedure remains primarily in Australia

where  it  was  developed,  and  training  courses  are  provided  to  veterinarians.

Specialised  equipment  and  instructional  material  for  the  procedure  is  sold  via

Veterinary Instrumentation, a U.K. based company with an Australian subsidiary which

may explain  some use of  the procedure in  the  UK (Bruce  and Robins,  2018).  The

procedure is not popular in the USA, where veterinarians, despite having a preference

for proximal tibial osteotomies for CCL rupture, opt for the TPLO and TTA (Duerr et al.,

2014, von Pfeil et al., 2018).  

 

The TTO procedure was developed by Bruce  et al. (2007) as a means to eliminate

cranial tibial thrust by making the tibial plateau perpendicular to the straight patellar
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tendon (PTA = 90o), reflecting the same biomechanical principle described by Tepic et

al. (2002) and applied to the TTA. In the TTO method, the biochemical outcome is

achieved by combining features of both the TTA and CTWO: each with less radical

angular changes than if either procedure were performed independently (Bruce et al.,

2007)  (Figure  10).  In  the first  case  series  of  the outcomes procedure,  the authors

reported on 64 consecutive cases of CCL injury treated by the TTO over a period of 17

months (Bruce et al., 2007). In that study, all procedures were performed by a single

surgeon whose experience with the technique was not disclosed.  The post-operative

PTA achieved was 89 to 100o (mean 94.1 ± 3.1o) and post-operative TPA ranged from 7o

to 35o (mean 16.1o ± 5.5o) (Bruce et al., 2007). Further, preoperative tibial compression

test was positive in 79.6% of stifles and remained positive in 89.1% and 90.9% of stifles

at  short  (6  weeks)  and  long  term  (>11  months)  follow  up,  respectively.  On

consideration of these findings, the authors argued that the tibial compression test

does not represent normal forces acting through the stifle, nor the dynamic stability

conferred  by  the  muscle  groups  contracting  around the stifle  (Bruce  et  al.,  2007).

Despite  the  tibial  compression  test  results,  there  was  significant  improvement  in

lameness scores, increase in thigh circumference and stifle range of motion. Long term

follow-up obtained by an owner questionnaire revealed that  100% of owners (n=48)

considered the procedure had resulted in a marked improvement in their dog’s quality

of life and all owners indicated that they would have the procedure performed again if

they  had  another  dog  with  the  same  condition  (Bruce  et  al.,  2007).  An  overall

complication  rated  of  36.0%  was  reported  with  the  most  frequent  being  fracture

through the distal end of the tibial crest osteotomy (TCO) (23.4%) (Bruce et al., 2007).

Post-operative  complications  occurred  in  10.9% of  cases  including  tibial  tuberosity

fractures  (3.1%),  late meniscal  injury  (3.1%),  infection (3.1%) and neoplasia  (1.6%).

Eight percent of complications required additional surgery or resulted in euthanasia of

the animal. The authors concluded that the TTO provides a satisfactory result in a high

percentage  of  cases,  is  relatively  easy  to  learn  and  a  has  a  low  post-operative

complication rate (Bruce et al., 2007). 
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Figure 2.10: Bruce et al.’s (2007) illustration of the 3 osteotomies for which the TTO
procedure is named (A).  Simultaneous advancement of the tibial  tuberosity and
flattening of the tibial plateau is achieved as a result of reduction of the wedge
ostectomy (B). The final result shows a tibial plateau that is perpendicular to the
straight patellar tendon. 

 

Two subsequent case series report the outcomes of TTO in 97 (Moles et al. 2009) and

22 stifles (Renwick et al. 2009). In the study by Moles et al. (2009), the surgical findings

and the post-operative complications associated with the procedure performed on 97

stifles  was reported.  In  that  study,  eight  surgeons performed the TTO procedures,

including staff surgeons, residents and registered specialists; however, the number of

procedures  performed  by  each  was  not  recorded.  The  major  intraoperative

complication encountered was fracture at the TCO which occurred in 20.6% of cases

and was managed by application of additional fixation in the form of a combination of

Kirschner  wires,  tension  bands  and  lag  screws  (Moles  et  al. 2009).  Post-operative

complications  were  reported  to  occur  in  22.7%  of  cases,  including  cranioproximal

displacement of  the tibial  crest  (9.3%),  late post-operative fracturing of the cranial

tibial cortex at the level of the tibial crest flex point (6.2%), post-operative proximal

fibular fracturing (4.1%) post-operative meniscal injury (3.1%), isolated implant related
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complications  (3.1%),  fracture  of  the apex of  the patella  (2.1%)  and subcutaneous

abscess  (1.0%).  Of  these  post-operative  complications  9%  were  considered  major

requiring further surgical intervention (Moles et al. 2009).  

 

In  another  study,  the TTO (22 procedures)  performed in  21 dogs  was  assessed to

evaluate preliminary experiences with the procedure, the effect of tibial morphology

and  complications  encountered  (Renwick  et  al. 2009).  Two  registered  specialists

performed the procedures and post-operative PTA of 93.5  ± 5.5o and TPA of 8.7 ± 5.4o

were achieved. The PTA and TPA reported by (Renwick  et al. 2009) are similar and

significantly  lower,  respectively,  than  those achieved by  Bruce  et  al. (2007).  These

findings are likely due to a modification of the formula by which the size of the wedge

ostectomy is calculated. The initial formula used to calculate the size of the wedge to

be removed for the TTO of Wedge Angle (WA) = 2/3 Correction Angle (CA) was revised

to WA = 0.6CA +7 as the initial  formula was found to underestimate the required

wedge angle. With regards to tibial morphology, the authors found a population of

dogs with below average TPAs but with large PTAs (Renwick et al., 2009). In such cases,

advancing the tibial tuberosity by the amount advised by TTO planning would result in

a  TPA  <0o which  has  previously  been demonstrated  to  cause  loading  of  the  CaCL

(Warzee et al., 2001, Reif et al., 2002). In these cases, the authors elected to reduce to

TPA to  12o which  is  within  the  post-operative  range  that  has  shown good  clinical

outcomes following TPLO (Robinson et al., 2006). Clinical outcomes were assessed via

a client questionnaire and revealed decreases in the level of disability, level of stiffness

and effect of cold and increased ability to jump (Renwick et al. 2009). A difference in

activity  levels  from the  preinjury  status  was not  reported  following  recovery from

surgery. There were major complications resulting in further surgery in 18% of cases,

including  infection  and tibial  tuberosity  fracture  with  displacement  (Renwick  et  al.

2009).  

 

Definition of complications after surgery for cruciate disease is an area of confusion

within the literature: a lack of consistent description between publications precludes

comparisons  between  TTO,  TPLO  and  TTA  techniques.  If  a  major  complication  is

defined  as  an  undesirable  development  requiring  additional  surgery,  the  major
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complication  rates  were  7.8%,  18% and  9% in  studies  of  TTO (Bruce  et  al.,  2007,

Renwick et al., 2009, Moles et al., 2009). When considering the complication rates of

the TTO against those of the TPLO and TTA techniques, comparison of complication

rates may be influenced by the substantially greater body of published literature for

the TPLO and TTA, a much greater number of clinical cases are reported in studies of

the TPLO or TTA, and the studies of TPLO and TTA often reflect outcomes of specialist

surgeons who are experienced with the respective technique. The largest and most

recent retrospective study documenting the major complications of the TTA in 1613

cases reported a major complication rate 13.4% and a complication rate of 6.5% when

superficial  surgical  site  infection is  excluded (Costa  et  al.,  2017).  Two large  recent

retrospective studies on the TPLO documenting results from 1000 consecutive cases

and  1519  cases,  report  major  complication  rates  of  6.6%  and  3.1%,  respectively

(Fitzpatrick and Solano, 2010, Coletti T.J. et al., 2014). It can be concluded that recent

TPLO and TTA studies report a lower major complication rate than that published for

the TTO. 

 

Limited data are available on the outcomes of the TTO, based on the findings of two

studies. Both studies (Bruce et al., 2007, Renwick et al., 2009) rely predominantly on

subjective outcomes, including client questionnaires and lameness scores, which are

not  suitable  for  drawing  robust,  meaningful  conclusions.  To  further  assess  the

biomechanical effects and outcomes of the TTO procedure, objective measures, such

as force-plate gait analysis, are required for greater understanding of the technique

and  comparison  with  TPLO,  TTA  and  LFTS  procedures  and  a  control  population.

Biomechanical analysis of the TTO to assess its effects on CTS, internal tibial rotation

and  CaCL  strain  would  in  line  with  biomechanical  assessments  previously  been

performed to validate the principles of the CTWO, TPLO and TTA. 

 

2.11 Conclusions 

 

CCL rupture remains an important topic within the veterinary profession due to the

frequency  at  which  is  occurs  and  significant  morbidity  encountered  by  affected

animals. A number of surgical and non-surgical management options exist to address
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the instability created by a CCL deficient stifle and although the scientific literature

suggests  a  trend  towards  proximal  tibial  osteotomy  techniques  as  the  preferred

management option it is important to recognise that this group of procedures remains

in its infancy.  

 

The  TTO  is  a  relatively  new  procedure  to  address  instability  associated  with  CCL

rupture. Unlike the TPLO and TTA there has been no biomechanical evaluation of the

procedure  in vivo  or  ex vivo.  Mainstream acceptance of the procedure will  require

biomechanical studies as well as studies that are prospective in nature, blinded with

large numbers and using objective outcome measures and long term follow up. 

 

2.12 Study Objectives 

 

The objectives of this study were to assess the TTO in a radiographic cadaver-based

model  by  assessing  the  effects  of  the  procedure  on  CTS  and  ITR  induced  by  CCL

transection. The study introduced a novel method of measuring ITR which could be

applied to subsequent cadaver-based studies. Additionally, the accuracy of the wedge

osteotomy  was  evaluated.   Given  the  rate  of  complications  reported  involving

fractures of the TCO and TWO in previous papers assessing the TTO complications

including intraoperative fractures occurring at these sites will be reported.

 

We aim to test the hypothesis that application of the TTO to a CCL-deficient stifle will

result in resolution of CTS and ITR. Resolution of CTS would be expected as a similar

study  assessing  the  TTA  has  confirmed  this  and  both  procedures  have  same  goal

(creation of PTA of 90o) (Apelt et al., 2007). ITR has not been assessed previously for

TTA although resolution has been demonstrated after TPLO (Warzee et al., 2001). If

this can be demonstrated, then the application of the procedure in clinical cases will

have the backing of a radiographic loading study similar to those performed for the

TPLO and TTA. 
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3. Materials and Methods 

 

3.1 Study Design 

 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effect of the TTO procedure on the CCL-

deficient stifle using a canine cadaver model. Pelvic limbs of dogs were harvested, and

all  non-essential  soft  tissue structures were removed. A custom-made limb loading

frame was constructed in which the harvested pelvic limbs were to be mounted for

collection of radiographic data. Radiographs were used to assess the stifle under the

following conditions: (1) CCL-intact stifle, (2) CCL-deficient stifle and (3) after TTO on

the CCL-deficient stifle. Cranial tibial subluxation (CTS) and internal tibial rotation (ITR)

were recorded for each condition. For the TTO procedure, removal of a wedge of bone

is based on a pre-operative radiographically planned measurement: an additional aim

of the study was to assess the accuracy of the wedge in terms of planned wedge angle

versus medial and lateral achieved wedge angle. 

 

3.2 Limb Harvesting 

 

Twenty-eight paired pelvic limbs were harvested from dogs who were subjected to

euthanasia  for  reasons  unrelated to the study.  Limbs were from skeletally  mature

animals ranging in weight from 22.1 kg to 38.1 kg. For each animal, sex was recorded,

and an estimation of breed was made. Limbs were inspected and excluded if there was

evidence  of  orthopaedic  disease  on  visual  inspection,  manual  palpation,  lateral

radiographs of the stifle joint or inspection of the joint at time of arthrotomy. With the

exception of the joint capsule, overlying fascia, cruciate ligaments, collateral ligaments,

menisci, patella and patellar tendon, all soft tissue attachments were removed from
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the femur to the mid metatarsal region. The limbs were then wrapped in saline soaked

cotton clothes and frozen at -20oC until required. This form of limb preparation has

been demonstrated not  to affect  the biomechanical  properties  of  the bone and is

consistent with similar studies involving cadaver loading (Roe et al., 1988, Warzee et

al., 2001). 

 

3.3 Loading Frame 

 

A custom-made loading frame was constructed for  this  research project by a local

metal  fabricator  (Corey  Hill  Customs,  Wagga  Wagga)  (Figure  3.1).  The  frame  was

designed to allow: 

1. A prepared pelvic limb to be mounted at a fixed hip angle of 70o 

2. An accurate load to be applied to the limb via scales placed at the base of the loading

frame. Load was applied via application of weights to the top of the frame.

3. The acquisition of radiographs of the limb to quantify CTS and ITR.  

 

Loading frames for similar research applications have been previously described in the

veterinary  literature  (Warzee et  al.,  2001,  Hoffmann et  al.,  2011,  Kowaleski  et  al.,

2005, Apelt et al., 2007, Apelt et al., 2010, Pozzi et al., 2006).  
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Figure 3.1: The custom-made loading frame constructed for limb loading. 
 

3.4 Limb Preparation 

 

Prior to use, limbs were defrosted to room temperature with the aid of a 37 oC water

bath. Throughout preparation, the limbs were continuously moistened with saline to

prevent desiccation of the remaining tissues. The regions of the limbs that were not

actively being manipulated, were kept covered with a saline soaked cotton cloth.  

 

An osteotomy of the femoral head and neck was performed with a sagittal saw to the

level of the lesser trochanter to enable the limb to be mounted in the loading frame. In

order to simulate muscle forces, previous studies have used combinations of spring-

loaded links, tensioned turnbuckles, rubber bands and muscle left in situ (NevilleTowle

et al., 2017, Warzee et al., 2001, Pozzi et al., 2006). Consistent with previous studies, in

the current study, muscle forces were simulated for the quadriceps and gastrocnemius

muscle groups. The quadriceps muscle group was simulated with a proximal anchor

point as an eye bolt welded to the cranial aspect the metal tubing in which the femurs
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were mounted on the loading frame (Figure 3.4). The distal anchor point was a 2.5mm

hole drilled craniocaudally through the mid patella. A spring-loaded link was attached

between these points (Figure 3.4). The proximal anchor point for the gastrocnemius

was two 3.5mm cortical screws placed in the caudal aspect of the distal femur at the

approximate level of the medial  and lateral fabellae. The distal  anchor point was a

3.5mm cortical screw inserted in the plantar aspect of the calcaneus (Figure 3.4). A

tensioned turnbuckle was attached between these points (Figure 3.4). 

 

To enable consistent measurements of CTS, radiopaque markers in the form of 2mm

steel balls were embedded in the bone at the cranial aspect of the medial collateral

ligament on the femur and tibia (Figure 3.2).  As the femoral marker was in a fixed

position,  cranial  or  caudal  movement  of  the  tibial  marker  during  loading  allowed

quantification of tibial subluxation as a distance in millimetres.   

 

 

Figure  3.2:  Lateromedial  radiograph  demonstrating  2mm  steel  balls  as  radiopaque
markers at  approximate femoral  and tibial  insertion of  medial  collateral  ligament for
measuring CTS.  
 

To  enable  consistent  measurement  of  ITR,  2mm  holes  were  drilled  obliquely

caudomedio-craniolateral through the femoral condyles and craniomedio-caudolateral

through the proximal tibia. Through these holes 1.6mm kirschner wires were able to

be inserted and removed as required (Figure 3.3). In method development prior to the

study, permanent placement of kirschner wires was found to interfere with other limb
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markers. As the femoral kirschner wire was in a fixed position, rotation of the tibial

kirschner wire during loading allowed quantification of internal or external rotation in

degrees. 

The landmark for introduction of the femoral kirschner wire was lateral to the distal

aspect of the trochlea groove on the lateral aspect of the femur. It was aimed to exit at

the caudal aspect of the medial condyle. The landmark for introduction of the tibial

kirschner wire was on the medial aspect of the tibia caudal to the planned TCO and

proximal enough that it would not interfere with TTO plate application. It was aimed to

exit at the caudal aspect of the lateral condyle. The use of this landmark enabled the

use of the bone tunnels before and after osteotomy without interfering with the TTO

plate.

 

  

 

 

Figure  3.3:  Axially  aligned  tibial  radiograph  demonstrating  oblique  orientation  of
Kirschner wire through femur and tibia used to measure ITR. 
 

A goniometer was used to apply stifle and hock angles of 135o and 145o  respectively,

which were maintained via tension derived from the quadriceps spring loaded link and

gastrocnemius tensioned turnbuckle (Figure 3.4). A fixed angle of 70o was applied to

the hip as replicated by the loading frame. Joint angles of 70o, 135o and 145o to the

pelvis, stifle and hock, respectively, are consistent with previous performed studies
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investigating tibial  osteotomy techniques for  CCL rupture and kinematic analysis of

large breed dogs (Hottinger et al., 1996, Warzee et al., 2001, Apelt et al., 2010).  

 

 

Figure 3.4: Demonstrating limb positioning including joint angles applied to hip, stifle
and hock. 
 

3.5 Limb Testing 

 

Prepared pelvic limbs were mounted in the top platform of the loading frame and held

in  place  by  8  monocortical  3.5mm cortical  screws  through  the  proximal  femur.  A

goniometer was used to confirm joint angles of 70o, 135o and 145o  applied to the hip,

stifle and hock respectively. A non-slip liner was attached to the scales at the base of

the loading frame to prevent slippage of the limb. The limbs location on the scales was

marked with masking tape to ensure consistent positioning of the limb throughout

testing.  
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An unloaded lateral radiograph of the stifle was taken, including the distal femur to the

tarsus, to enable measurement and recording of the patellar tendon angle (PTA), tibial

plateau angle  (TPA),  correction angle  (CA),  wedge angle  (WA)  and patellar  tendon

length (PTL) for planning of the TTO procedure. The TPA was measured via the tibial

plateau method which has been demonstrated to be superior to the common tangent

method  (Millet  et  al.,  2013).  The  CA,  WA and  PTL  were  calculated  based on  TTO

instructions published by Bruce and Robins (Bruce and Robins, 2018).  After the TTO

was performed, a subsequent unloaded lateral radiograph of the stifle was taken, from

which post-operative PTA and TPA were calculated. All  radiographs were calibrated

against a 25mm calibration ball placed at the level of the stifle. 

 

Axial loading of the limb was performed by applying a load equal to 30% of intact body

weight to the limb as a range of 20-50% has previously been applied in similar studies

(Apelt et al., 2007, Warzee et al., 2001, Kowaleski et al., 2005, Hoffmann et al., 2011,

Apelt et al., 2010, Miller et al.,  2007). Accuracy of loading was confirmed via scales

attached to the base of the loading frame. Loading of the limb was performed on a

CCL-intact  stifle,  CCL-deficient stifle  and after  the TTO was performed. Lateral  and

axially aligned tibial radiographs were taken at each stage for quantification of CTS and

ITR, respectively (Figure 3.5).  
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Figure  3.5:  Demonstrating x-ray beam and plate orientation for  achieving lateral  and
axially aligned radiographs for quantification of CTS and ITR, respectively. 
 
To create a CCL-deficient stifle, a medial arthrotomy was performed and the CCL was

transected at the approximate midpoint, with a number 11 scalpel blade. The limb was

then tested for cranial drawer to confirm tibial subluxation.  The remainder of the joint

was visually inspected to confirm absence of gross pathology. The joint capsule and

biceps femoris fascia were apposed with 2-0 polydioxanone in a simple continuous

pattern. This limb was maintained in the loading frame for this procedure to minimise

errors  with  positioning.  Masking  tape  was  used  to  mark  position  of  pes  as

demonstrated in figure 3.5.

 

3.6 Triple Tibial Osteotomy Procedure 

 

The TTO procedure was performed according to instructions published by Bruce and

Robins (Bruce and Robins, 2018) and demonstrated in Figure 3.6.  In summary,  the

correction angle (CA) was calculated as the difference between the measured PTA and

a PTA of 90o (i.e. a measured PTA of 110o would have a CA of 20o). A hinged tibial crest

osteotomy (TCO) that was the length of the patellar tendon was made approximately

parallel to the shaft of the proximal tibia,  terminating within the non-articular area

between the patellar tendon insertion and cranial edge of the menisci. Following this,
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a wedge osteotomy was made centred halfway along the TCO. The angle of the wedge

(WA) was calculated using the formula: WA = (0.6xCA)+7 (Bruce and Robins). Removal

of  the  wedge  of  tibial  bone  en-bloc  was  attempted  and  stored  in  10%  buffered

formalin for assessment of accuracy. With the wedge removed, one point of a set of

large speed-lock pointed reduction forceps was placed in a non-articular portion of the

cranial proximal tibia and the other point was hooked into the fixation hole in end of

the TTO clasper foot attached distal to the origin of the TCO. Gradual reduction of the

tibial wedge osteotomy simultaneously reduced the TPA and advanced the tibial crest.

Once satisfactorily  reduced,  a  Veterinary  Instrumentation 3.5mm non-locking  TPLO

was applied with three bi-cortical screws placed into the proximal and distal segment,

respectively, and dynamic compression in the distal fragment was applied as indicated

(Figure 3.6). 

 

Figure 3.6: Schematic demonstration of the three osteotomies that consist the TTO. As
the wedge osteotomy (2 and 3) is reduced there is subsequent advancement of the
tibial tuberosity (1). Note that the tibial plateau is perpendicular to the straight patellar
tendon (Bruce et al., 2007). 
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Figure  3.7:  Image  of  a  cadaver  specimen  with  TTO  fixation  using  a  Veterinary
Instrumentation 3.5mm non-locking TPLO plate. Note that there was an intraoperative
fracture at the origin of the TCO in this case with additional fixation via achieved via
two Kirschner wires.  
 

3.7 Statistics Recording 

 

For all stifles the PTA and TPA were recorded pre- and post-operatively on unloaded

lateral  radiographs.  The  CTS  was  measured as  a  change  in  distance in  millimetres

between the femoral and tibial radiopaque markers on sequential lateral radiographs,

while ITR was measured as change in angle in degrees measured between the femoral

and tibial kirschner wires on sequential radiographs.  Measurements were made for

both conditions between a loaded CCL-intact  stifle,  loaded CCL-deficient stifle,  and

after performing the TTO. When the wedge of tibial bone was able to be removed

enbloc it was stored in 10% buffered formalin and wedges subsequently underwent

volume rendered computed tomography (CT) imaging from which the achieved medial

and lateral WA were calculated. This was then compared against the planned WA. 

 

3.8 Statistics 
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Statistical analysis was performed in consultation with the Quantitative Consulting Unit

-  Charles  Sturt  University’s  statistics  department.  Descriptive  statistics  (mean  ±

standard deviation) were used for data relating to the changes in CTS and ITR that

occur with CCL transection and application of the TTO.  For comparison of planned

wedge angle versus achieved wedge angle on the lateral and medial surface a one

sample t-test  was applied.  Significance was set  at  P<0.05.  Statistical  analyses were

performed in R. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Results 

 

4.1 Sample and Limb Exclusions 

 

Paired  pelvic  limbs  were  harvested  from  16  dogs  (Table  4.1).  From  the  animals

included initially, limbs from two animals were subsequently excluded due to pelvic

limb fractures (Dog 7) or limb size that was inappropriate for the available implants

(Dog  12).  The  left  leg  of  Dog  15  was  excluded  due  to  radiographic  evidence  of

osteoarthritis of the stifle joint. 
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The limbs of  two dogs (9 and 14) were used for  ‘proof  of  concept’  assessment to

ensure the methods of limb preparation and construction and use of loading frame

were suitable for the acquisition of the data required for the study.  

 

For the study, data were obtained from a total of 23 limbs. The assessment of skeletal

maturity was made from radiographic evidence of closure of the physes of the distal

femur and proximal tibia. The mean (± standard deviation) bodyweight of the dogs

used was 30.5 ± 5.9 kg. Of the 12 dogs included, five were American Staffordshire

terriers (Table 4.1).  

Table 4.1: Limbs harvested for testing including exclusions 

 

Dog Sex Breed Estimation  Weight Inclusion  
1 Male American Staffordshire Terrier 34.1 Yes 

2 Male American Staffordshire Terrier 38.1 Yes 
3 Male American Staffordshire Terrier 36.1 Yes 
4 Female Greyhound 27.7 Yes 
5 Female Wolfhound 31.9 Yes 
6 Male American Staffordshire Terrier 38 Yes 
7 Male Greyhound 26.6 No 
8 Female Labrador 33.7 Yes 
9 Female Greyhound 26.6 No 
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10 Female German Shepherd 21.7 Yes 
11 Male Border Collie 29.3 Yes 
12 Female Great Dane 44.9 No 
13 Male German Shepherd 20.6 Yes 
14 Female American Staffordshire Terrier 33.7 No 
15 Male Golden Retriever  27.5 Right  limb

only 
16 Male American Staffordshire Terrier 31.2 Yes 

 

4.2 Pre-operative Investigation 

 

The mean pre-operative patellar tendon angle (PTA) and tibial plateau angle (TPA) for

the 23 limbs included in the study was 108.2 ± 3.6o and 23.4 ± 4.3o, respectively. The

mean wedge angle for the limbs was calculated as 19 ± 2.4o. 

 

4.3 Effect of Transection of the Cranial Cruciate Ligament (CCL) 

 

An axially  loaded stifle  with intact  cranial  cruciate  ligament (CCL)  was used as  the

reference point for investigation of the effect of transection of the CCL. Transection of

the CCL and axial loading resulted in a mean cranial tibial subluxation (CTS) of 11.6 ±

2.1 mm and internal tibial rotation (ITR) of 13.5 ± 5.8o.  

 
 

 

4.4 Effect of the Triple Tibial Osteotomy Procedure (TTO) 

 

After performing the TTO procedure, the mean post-operative PTA was 90.3 ± 3.2 o and

TPA was 6.5 ± 4.0o. After application of the TTO, the mean CTS reduced to 4.4 ± 4.7

mm and ITR  to 8.4  ±  11.9o.  Review of  the results  revealed two distinct  groups of

responses to the TTO procedure:  
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(1) Group  A  where  ITR  remained  similar  or  increased  after  TTO  which  was

associated with a modest reduction of CTS.  A cut off value of ITR post TTO of greater

than 2o or CTS persisting above 5.0mm was used

 

(2) Group B where ITR was markedly reduced or proceeded to external rotation

after TTO and was associated with a more marked reduction of CTS and conversion to

a caudal tibial subluxation in some cases.  A cut off value of ITR post TTO of 2 o or less

or CTS of less than 5.0mm was used.

 

In Group A, there was 14 limbs with a CTS of 6.5 ± 3.2 mm and ITR of 16.3 ± 6.2 o after

TTO. In Group B, there were 9 limbs with CTS of 1.4 ±5 mm and ITR of -3.8 ± 7o after

TTO. 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Series of radiographs demonstrating the effect of CCL transection and
subsequent TTO on CTS. In this case transection of the CCL resulted in 9.2mm  of CTS.
Application  of  the  TTO  caused a  conversion  of  CTS  to  CaTS  in  the  magnitude  of
-6.3mm. This was accompanied by a reduction in ITR to pre-CCL transection levels. 
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Figure 4.2: Series of radiographs demonstrating the effect of CCL transection and
subsequent TTO on CTS. In this case transection of the CCL resulted in 11.4mm  of CTS.
Application of the TTO caused a reduction but persistence of CTS of the magnitude of
6.3mm. This was accompanied via a persistence of ITR. 
 

 

Figure 4.3: Series of radiographs demonstrating the effect of CCL transection and
subsequent TTO on ITR. In this case transection of the CCL resulted in 19o  of ITR.
Application of the TTO caused a reduction to 1o of ITR. This was accompanied by a
conversion of CTS to CaTS.  

 

Figure 4.4: Series of radiographs demonstrating the effect of CCL transection and
subsequent TTO on ITR. In this case transection of the CCL resulted in 15oof ITR.
Application of the TTO cause worsening of ITR to 18o. This was accompanied by a
mild reduction but in CTS. 
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4.5 Wedge Accuracy 

 

The mean planned wedge angle was 19 ± 2.4o. Twenty-two of 23 wedges were able to

be removed en-bloc, while one wedge fractured during removal and was unsuitable for

angle measurement. Volume-rendered computed tomography was performed on 22

wedges and the medial and lateral wedge angles were measured and recorded. The

actual medial wedge angle was 20.9 ± 2.2o and the actual lateral wedge angle was 21 ±

2.8o. A one sample t-test rejected the null hypothesis that the mean actual wedge was

equal  to  the  planned  wedge  (95%  confidence  intervals  of  the  difference  between

planned and actual angle were 0.74-3.01o, p-value = 0.002 for the medial wedge angle

and 0.42-3.60o, p-value = 0.015 for the lateral wedge angle). 

 

4.6 Intraoperative Complications 

 

Eight intra-operative fractures of the tibia occurred in 6 limbs, resulting in an overall

complication rate of 26.1%. For two limbs, the fractures occurred through both the

origin of the tibial crest osteotomy (TCO) and tibial wedge osteotomy (TWO). Fracture

occurred through the origin of the TCO only in two limbs, in these cases, two 1.6mm

kirschner wires were used for additional fixation of the tibial crest. For an additional

two limbs that encountered fractures through the origin of the TWO, no additional

fixation was provided although plate fixation was more difficult and operative time

was increased.

Dog
Number

Preop  PTA
(degrees)

Correction
angle
(degrees)

Wedge
angle
(degrees)

Patellar
tendon
length
(mm)

Preop  TPA
(degrees)

Post
op
PTA
(deg
rees)
(unl
oade
d)

Postop  PTA
(degrees) (loaded)

P
o
s
t
o
p
T
P
A
 (
d
e
g
r
e
e
s
)

CTS after CCL
transection
and  loading
(mm)

ITR  after  CCL
transection  and
loading (degrees)

#15           

R 104 14 16 52 17 90 62 1 13.4 8
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#11           

L 110 20 20 49 25 88 65 7 12.6 19

R 104 14 16 49 24 91 75
1
4

12.8 20

#10           

L 107 17 18 43 27 94 94 8 8.3 27

R 110 20 20 44 27 91 64 6 11.2 8

#13           

L 108 18 19 50 27 96 62
1
2

9.6 14

R 106 16 18 48 23 88 63 4 11.8 12

#16           

L 111 21 21 44 24 91 75 9 7.0 17

R 112 22 22 44 24 95 74 4 10.4 13

#6           

L 110 20 20 52 25 95 92 1
0

14.2 14

R 110 20 20 52 25 90 79
1
1

11.4 6

#5           

L 107 17 18 52 19 91 86 3 13.6 10

R 107 17 18 52 18 93 97 5 14.7 7

#2           

L 109 19 20 55 28 90 92
1
2

12.7 22

R 116 26 24 49 31 90 91 9 8.4 13

#4           

L 103 13 16 47 11 92 86
-
1

9.2 19

R 99 9 13 47 12 82 73 0 13.2 3

Dog
Number

Preop  PTA
(degrees)

Correction
angle
(degrees)

Wedge
angle
(degrees)

Patellar
tendon
length
(mm)

Preop  TPA
(degrees)

Post
op
PTA
(deg
rees)
(unl
oade
d)

Postop  PTA
(degrees) (loaded)

P
o
s
t
o
p
T
P
A
 (
d
e
g
r
e
e
s
)

CTS after CCL
transection
and  loading
(mm)

ITR  after  CCL
transection  and
loading (degrees)

#3

L 110 20 20 56 25 88 63 7 13.2 12

R 110 20 20 56 26 90 72 4 10.6 15

#8           
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L 108 18 19 42 24 88 75 4 9.8 16

R 106 16 18 42 24 88 74
1
0

11.4 10

#1           

L 109 19 20 47 24 85 72 5 13.4 18

R 113 23 22 51 29 91 96 5 1.41 7

Table  4.2:  Imaging  Measurements  obtained  before  and  after  TTO  (PTA  =  patellar
tendon angle; TPA = tibial plateau angle; CTS =cranial tibial subluxation; ITR = internal
tibial rotation; TWO = tibial wedge osteotomy; TCO = tibial crest osteotomy
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5. Discussion 

 

This  study  was an  investigation  of  cranial  cruciate  ligament (CCL)  rupture  and the

effect of the Triple Tibial Osteotomy (TTO) procedure on limb biomechanics in a canine

cadaver  model.  In  this  study  we confirmed  that  in  a  loaded  cadaver  model  using

muscle  simulation  for  the  quadriceps  and  gastrocnemius  muscle  groups  that

transection  of  the  CCL  induced  cranial  tibial  subluxation  (CTS)  and  internal  tibial

rotation  (ITR).  This  was  important  as  it  created  the  same  instability  (shear  and

rotational) that exists in naturally occurring CCL rupture and therefore provides a valid

model to assess the TTO, a procedure whose aim is to eliminate CTS.  Application of

the TTO confirmed an overall  reduction in CTS and ITR however not to levels  that

existed prior to CCL transection. Within the results however two groups were found to

exist – A group where ITR persisted or worsened which was associated with a lesser

reduction  of  CTS  and  a  group  where  ITR  resolved  or  proceeded  to  external  tibial

rotation, in this group there was a more marked reduction in CTS to CCL-intact levels

even proceeding to caudal tibial subluxation (CaTS) in some cases. It was also found

that  the  medial  and  lateral  wedge  angles  that  form the  basis  of  the  tibial  wedge

osteotomy (TWO) were approximately two degrees greater than planned, despite this

the post-operative patella tendon angle (PTA) closely approximated the planned 90o at

which point CTS is resolved. 

 

5.1 Sample Population and Exclusions 

 

Our population of  dog limbs used in this  study was selected to reflect  the weight,

breed and skeletal maturity of dogs affected by naturally occuring CCL rupture in an

effort to achieve external validity of the study findings. In addition, the sample size

achieved was influenced by the available resources and efforts were made to maximize

both the number of limbs used and study power. As such, to increase the sample size,

the inclusion of 4 greyhound limbs was permitted by the research team, despite the

fact  that  greyhounds  are  a  breed rarely  affected by  CCL rupture  (Whitehair  et  al.,

1993). Of the remaining limbs, thirteen were from American Staffordshire Terriers, a
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Labrador  and  a  Golden  Retriever,  all  of  which  are  breeds  that  are  considered  at

increased risk of CCL rupture (Whitehair et al., 1993, Guthrie et al., 2012). Further, an

inclusion criterion for  the current  study was a body weight  of  >22kg for  the dogs,

which is a consistent with the phenotype of dogs affected by CCL disease and a known

risk factor for this disease (Whitehair et al., 1993). For body weight, an upper limit of

40kg was used in our study,  due limitations on implant availability suitable for  the

testing apparatus used. Although de-sexing status and increasing age are associated

with increased odds of developing CCL rupture (Whitehair et al.,  1993, Duval et al.,

1999), these factors could not accurately be assessed and recorded due to a lack of

clinical history for animals included in this study. The procedure was performed in 23

limbs  in  total,  this  is  the  highest  number  of  limbs  the  author  is  aware  of  for  a

radiographic  cadaver-based  loading  study  evaluating  a  proximal  tibial  osteotomy

technique for CCL rupture. 

 

5.2 Pre-operative Planning and Measurement of CTS and ITR 

 

The mean preoperative  PTA achieved in  our  study (108.2  ±  3.6o)  is  similar  to that

reported pre-operatively in a large retrospective case series of 458 dogs undergoing

tibial  tuberosity advancement (TTA)  (110.5 ± 6o)  (Wolf et al.,  2012b).  Similarly,  our

preoperative tibial plateau angle (TPA) of 23.4 ± 4.3o was comparable to the findings of

a study of TPA of large breed dogs (>25kg) where the mean TPA was 26.1 ± 0.8o (Su et

al., 2015). These finding confirm that the stifle anatomy of the population of dog limbs

used in our study is similar to that encountered in clinical cases of naturally occurring

CCL rupture.  

 

In  our  study,  CTS  was  measured  by  radiographic  tracking  of  2mm  radio-opaque

spherical  steel  balls  that  were  imbedded  at  the  approximate  level  of  the  medial

collateral ligament on the femur and tibia (Figure 1). During the development of this

technique, it was determined that it is important to place the tibial marker sufficiently

proximally  on  the  tibia,  just  distal  to  the  tibial  plateau  and  cranial  to  the  medial

collateral  ligament  to  avoid  interference  with  the  subsequent  bone  plate  fixation

required to maintain the TTO. Failure to do so resulted in summation of the marker
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with the bone plate and an inability to assess CTS. When placed appropriately this was

an effective  method for  quantifying  CTS  for  all  loading  conditions.  This  method for

quantifying  CTS  has  been  previously  been  applied  in  cadaver  studies  of  the

biomechanics  of  CCL  rupture  and  surgical  interventions,  including  Tibial  Plateau

Leveling Osteotomy (TPLO) and TTA (Warzee et al., 2001, Reif et al., 2002, Apelt et al.,

2007).  

  

 

Figure  5.1:  Lateral  radiograph  of  the  stifle  demonstrating  marker  positioning  at
approximate  insertion  of  the  medial  collateral  ligament  for  quantification  of  CTS  in
millimetres.  
 

In  this  study,  a  novel  method  was  developed  to  assess  ITR.  This  method  was

determined to be easy and effective for measurement of ITR and could potentially be

applied to subsequent cadaver loading models. In this method two 1.6mm Kirschner

wires were inserted into 2mm holes drilled obliquely through the distal  femur and

proximal tibia (Figure 2). Disparity between the diameter of the 1.6mm Kirschner wire

and 2mm drill  hole  allowed the  wire  to  be  inserted and removed as  required,  as

permanent placement of the wires was found to interfere with the markers used to

track CTS. Further, placement of the holes in craniocaudal or mediolateral planes was

found to interfere with the tibial crest osteotomy (TCO) procedure and subsequent

advancement on the tibia or the position of the patella on the femur. The oblique

orientation of the Kirschner wire obviated this problem. As the TTO and TPLO share

the same bone plate fixation this technique could be applied to tracking tibial ration in

the  TPLO.  The  Kirschner  wire  orientation  would  also  be  suitable  to  be  applied  in
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studies assessing the TTA. Knowledge of what degree tibial rotation is occurring may

contribute to understanding why CTS persists  in some cases after a proximal  tibial

osteotomy. 

. 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Axially aligned tibia radiograph taken demonstrating orientation of Kirschner
wires used to quantify ITR in degrees. 
 

 

5.3 Effect of CCL Transection 

 

In our sample population, transection of the CCL resulted in important biomechanical

changes in the stifle, namely a CTS of 11.6 ± 2.1mm and ITR of 13.5 ± 5.8o. Similarly,

previous  cadaver-based  loading  studies  into  the  TPLO  and  TTA  procedures,  using

similar hip, stifle and hock joint angles, reported CTS post-CCL transection of 18.9 ±

3.4mm and 11.1 ± 3.4mm, respectively (Warzee et al., 2001, Apelt et al., 2007). These

findings indicate that consistency in CTS is achievable in cadaver based loading studies,

suggesting this method of CTS measurement is useful for ex vivo biomechanical studies

of CCL rupture in dogs.  To the authors’ knowledge , ITR has been quantified only once

previously in a cadaver loading study: in that study, the methodology for measurement

of ITR was not described in detail and the reported ITR induced by CCL transection was

23.2 ± 6.8o (Warzee et al., 2001). In an earlier cadaver-based study, an increase in ITR

from 6o to 15o post CCL transection was reported (Arnoczky and Marshall, 1977). The

internal rotation our study measured by the novel technique described previously is
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similar  to  that  measured  by  Arnoczky  and  Marshall  suggesting  it  gives  a  valid

measurement of actual ITR occurring. Future quantitative studies into proximal tibial

osteotomy procedures will benefit from tracking ITR as persistent rotational instability

may help explain why some dogs do poorly or have persistent CTS despite a technically

well performed proximal tibial osteotomy. 

 

5.4 Effect of the TTO on the CCL deficient stifle 

 

In the current study, the TTO procedure was successful in reduction of the PTA with a

post-operative  mean  of  90.3  ±  3.2o achieved  across  our  sample  population,

representing a mean difference from prior to surgery of 17.9 ± 4.0o. Reduction of the

PTA to 90o is the surgical aim of the TTO procedure at which point, according to Tepic

and Montavon’s work on the TTA, CTS is resolved and stifle stability is achieved (Tepic

et al., 2002). Although not required for planning or assessing outcomes but useful for

comparison to the TPLO, the TTO procedure resulted in a reduction in the TPA (mean

difference from pre-operative of 17.0 ± 3.7o-), with a post-operative mean TPA across

our sample of 6.5 ± 3.9o. The original TTO study achieved a post-operative PTA of 94.1 ±

3.1o and TPA of 16.1 ± 5.5o across in 64 limbs in clinical cases of CCL rupture (Bruce et al.

2007). In this study by an earlier version of the formula to achieve a post-operative PTA

of 90o was used. In this  formula the wedge angle (WA) calculation was WA=2/3CA,

where  CA  is  the  correction  angle.  Subsequently,  this  formula  has  been  found  to

underestimate the required wedge angle and the formula to calculate post-operative

PTA of 90o has been revised to WA=0.6CA+7, which was applied to our data (Renwick et

al., 2009). In another study, this revised formula (WA=0.6CA+7) was used in 21 clinical

cases  achieving  a  mean PTA and TPA  were  93.5  ±  5.5o and  8.7  ±  5.4o respectively

(Renwick et al., 2009). Our results compare favourably with those achieved in clinical

cases with an overall  although with a mean closer to the target 90o  and a narrower

standard deviation.  The post-operative PTA and TPA we achieved is associated with

resolution of CTT according to the biomechanical  models of both the TTA and TPLO

(Tepic and Montavon, 2002, Slocum, 1993).  

 

In  our  study,  all  post-operative  measurements  were performed on an  unloaded lateral

stifle radiograph after TTO with a stifle angle of 135o confirmed via a goniometer. 
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Measurement on a loaded stifle post-TTO was found to be inaccurate as persistence of

CTS and ITR (as occurred in 14/23 limbs) was associated with advancement of the tibia

and the patellar tendon, causing an inaccurate measurement. In addition, rotation of

the  tibial  plateau  occurred  which  made accurate  radiographic  determination  of  the

tibial plateau difficult.   

 

Across our sample population, the application of the TTO resulted in a reduction in CTS

to 4.4 ± 4.7mm and ITR to 8.4 ± 11.9o from the CCL-deficient (pre-operative) values of

11.6  ±  2.1mm  for  CTS  and  13.5  ±  5.8o for  ITR.  These  changes  represent  mean

reductions of 7.2 ± 5.3 mm and 5.1 ± 10.9o for CTS and ITR, respectively. However,

further examination of the data revealed there were two distinct groups of results. The

first  group  was  limbs  where  ITR  was  markedly  reduced  or  proceeded  to  external

rotation which was associated with a more marked reduction of CTS and progression

to CaTS. The second group was limbs where ITR remained similar or increased which

was  associated  with  a  lesser  reduction  of  CTS.  When the  data  was  considered by

group, the first group had a sample of 9 limbs and a reduction in CTS to 1.4 ± 5 mm and

ITR to -3.8 ± 7o and the second group was comprised of 14 limbs where there was a

reduction in CTS to 6.5 ± 3.2 mm and worsening of ITR to 16.3 ± 6.2o. The exact point at

which CTS was resolved and converted to CaTS was not able to be identified due to the

design of the study whereby the procedure was assessed at a single position only for

each  limb.  Nevertheless,  these  findings  may  help  explain  the  previously  reported

finding that despite having satisfactory clinical outcomes there is persistence in CTS

assessed via  physical  exam at  long term follow up in 90.9% of  cases (Bruce et al.,

2007). We hypothesise that in vivo, the dynamic stabilizers of the stifle joint contribute

significantly  to stifle  stability by restraining CTS and that  the procedure creates an

environment where CTS is either resolved or more easily restrained by the dynamic

stabilizer of the stifle joint. 

 

In a previous study, Apelt et al. (2007) evaluated the TTA in a cadaver-loading study

using a custom hinge plate  enabling evaluation of  the procedure at  multiple PTAs.

Similar to the TTO, the aim of the TTA procedure is to create a PTA of 90o; however, the

reduction  in  PTA  is  achieved  by  advancement  and  proximalisation  of  the  tibial

tuberosity  only.  In  this  earlier  study,  the  authors  performed  a  TTA  by  maximally
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advanced the tibial  tuberosity to 16.2 ± 3.2 mm, at  which point CaTS was induced

(mean -2.9 ± 1.3 mm) and then using a custom made hinge plate to reduce the amount

of tibial advancement in 1.06 mm increments. The authors of that study reported that

a mean CTS of 2.3 ± 2.2 mm was the ‘critical point’ at which further reduction of the

tibial tuberosity resulted in CTS that is consistent with a CCL deficient stifle (Apelt et al.

2007) (Figure 7).  The critical  point was associated with a PTA of 90.3 ± 9.0o which

compares favourably with the PTA achieved in the current study although we found

persistence of CTS and ITR in a high percentage of cases despite similar PTA values. 

 

 

Figure 5.3:  Results  of  Apelt  el  al.  2007 study.  CTS-I  demonstrates a CCL intact
stifle. CTS-T demonstrates a CCL deficient stifle and associated increase in CTS.
CTS-O demonstrates CaTS that occurs with a maximally advanced tibial tuberosity.
CTS-CP demonstrates the critical point at which CTS is resolved – advancement or
reduction of the tibial tuberosity from this point is associated with conversion to
CaTS or persistence of CTS, respectively.  

 

Quantification of ITR has only been described once previously in a cadaver loading

model and in that study, the methodology used was not described in detail (Warzee et

al.,  2001). A key outcome of our study was the development and introduction of a

novel  way  of  quantifying  ITR  in  cadaver  models  via  sequential,  axially  aligned

radiographs of  the distal  femur and long axis  of  the tibia with intersecting 1.6mm

Kirschner wires used as radiopaque markers. Crucially, the Kirschner wires were able

to  be  inserted  and  removed  as  permanent  placement  would  have  resulted  in

interference with the embedded 2mm steel balls used for measuring CTS. 

Simultaneous quantification of CTS and ITR is important in assessing the effects of the

proximal tibial osteotomy techniques as CTS and ITR occur together. In our study cases

where  CTS  persisted,  there  was  consistently  an  accompanying  persistence  or

worsening of ITR, indicated broad biomechanical instability of the stifle. Conversely,
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when CTS was resolved or converted to CaTS, ITR was often resolved or proceeded to

external rotation. This finding highlights the need to assess and address ITR as well at

CTS and that failure to do so may contribute to persistent limb dysfunction despite

surgical intervention with a proximal tibial osteotomy. 

 

5.5 Wedge Osteotomy Assessment 

 
In the current study, wedge osteotomies were able to be removed en-bloc in 22 of the

23 pelvic limbs used. Wedge size was calculated based on the revised formula of WA =

0.6CA+7,  resulting  in  a  mean  planned  wedge  size  of  19  ±  2.4o.  During  the  wedge

osteotomy,  the  dimensions  of  the  wedges  were  marked using  the  appropriate  size

Veterinary Instrumentation wedge osteotomy gauge on the medial aspect of the tibia

and a number 10 scalpel blade with the apex at the caudal aspect of the medial tibia at

the midpoint of the TCO. As an alternative to wedge osteotomy planning, there is a

Veterinary  Instrumentation  combined  osteometer  and  saw  guide  available

commercially; however, this equipment was not evaluated in this study. Our planned

and actual wedge size varied by +1.9 ± 2.4o medially and +2.0 ± 2.8o laterally. The 95%

confidence intervals for the differences medially and laterally were 0.7-3.0o and 0.43.6o,

respectively.  Based on the findings from our study, we recommend that when selecting

wedge size  using the Veterinary Instrumentation  wedge osteotomy gauges,  select  a

wedge  according  to  operative  planning  (i.e.  not  2o smaller)  as  the  achieved  post-

operative PTA (90.3 ± 3.2o) approximated the planned 90o across the 23 limbs, indicating

the mild difference in wedge size was inconsequential for the surgical procedure. 

 

5.6 Persistence of CTS after Proximal Tibial Osteotomies 

 

In this study, it was found that there was only mild reduction of CTS when ITR persisted

or worsened after the TTO procedure. This occurred in 14 of the 23 limbs, while in the

remaining  9  limbs,  CTS  and  ITR  reduced  to  near  CCL-intact  levels.  Similar  findings,

where  CTS  has  persisted  despite  a  proximal  tibial  osteotomy  have  been  previously

documented in vivo in static and dynamic studies investigating the TPLO and TTA. 
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Kim et al. (2012) performed a prospective in vivo standing radiographic analysis on 15

dogs to assess the effects of the TPLO on CTS.  Standing radiographs were taken at

various  time  points  in  dogs  with  naturally  occurring  CCL  rupture  that  were

subsequently  treated  with  the  TPLO  procedure.  In  that  study,  persistent  CTS  was

demonstrated  radiographically  in  33%  of  dogs  (Kim  et  al.,  2012).  Similarly  in  vivo

dynamic studies using uniplanar fluoroscopic  analysis  have demonstrated persistent

CTS in 9/10 dogs undergoing TTA and 9/13 undergoing a combination of TTA (n=6),

TPLO (n=5), CTWO (n=1) and TightRope (n=1) (Rey et al., 2014b, Schwede et al., 2018). 

. 

 

Figure 5.4: A standing radiograph taken after TPLO study demonstrating persistent CTS
after TPLO (Kim et al., 2012). 
 

Persistence of CTS and associated limb dysfunction due to ongoing ITR has been

previously characterized as a part of the condition termed ‘pivot shift’ (Knight et al.,

2017).  In  these cases,  a  CCL-deficient  stifle  that  is  repaired via  a  proximal  tibial

osteotomy technique experiences persistent ITR which results in CTS and a sudden

lateral change in direction of the stifle during weigh bearing. ‘Pivot shift’ is rarely

described in the veterinary literature; however, in a retrospective study of 476 TPLO

procedures,   ‘pivot  shift’  was  determined  to  occur  in  3.1%  limbs  and  medial

meniscectomy was identified as  a  risk  factor  for  this  condition (Gatineau et  al.,

2011). Our study suggests that failure to access and address ITR at time of surgery

may contribute to post-operative persistence of CTS.  
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When considering the biomechanics of the stifle joint, it is important to be remember

that the stifle has primary motion in two planes, namely flexion and extension in the

transverse  plane,  and internal  and external  rotation  in  the sagittal  plane.  During  this

pattern  of  motion,  as  the  stifle  flexes  and extends,  the  tibia  rotates,  and  the lateral

femoral condyle moves in a craniocaudal direction on the tibial plateau. This is referred to

as  the  ‘screw-home’  mechanism of  the  stifle  (Tobias  and  Johnston,  2011).  Given  the

complex  biomechanical  actions  of  the  stifle  joint,  surgical  procedures  to  address  CCL

rupture may not address all  of the functional  abnormalities. Proximal tibial osteotomy

techniques focus only on the elimination of CTS with no assessment of ITR. As previously

stated,  persistent  CTS  after  these  procedures  has  been  demonstrated  in  static  and

dynamic in vivo research studies, and in neither of these studies was ITR assessed (Kim et

al.,  2012,  Schwede  et  al.,  2018).  An  important  outcome  of  our  study  was  the

determination that in a high percentage of cases with persistence of CTS, there was also

concurrent persistence or worsening of ITR after the TTO procedure.  Conversely,  in a

lesser  percentage  of  cases  where  CTS  resolved  there  was  also  an  accompanying

resolution of ITR. Applying this outcome to clinical cases is difficult as it is not known

which cases will benefit from additional fixation in the form of rotational stability at the

time of index surgery making case selection difficult. Of course it is possible in clinical

cases after a proximal tibial osteotomy has been performed and persistent instability is

documented  with  accompanying  limb  dysfunction  to  consider  addressing  rotational

instability in a second surgical procedure alongside assessing for other common causes of

persistent limb dysfunction such as postliminary meniscal tears. Implant systems for the

TPLO  are  now  available  that  include  an  anchor  point  for  an  anti-rotational  suture

providing a mechanism for addressing rotational  instability alongside a proximal  tibial

osteotomy  acknowledging  that  rotational  instability  is  an  important  contributor  to  a

successful surgical outcome (Arthrex, 2019). 
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Figure  5.5:  The  Arthrex locking  TPLO plate  including  ‘InternalBrace’  which  forms an
anchor point for an anti-rotational  suture to address concurrent rotational instability
that occurs with CCL rupture (Arthrex, 2019). 
 

5.7 Intraoperative Complications 

 

The TTO procedure presents some unique challenges that are not associated with the

TPLO and TTA techniques. The procedure involves three osteotomies with the removal

of a wedge of bone. Subsequent reduction of the wedge simultaneously flattens the

tibial plateau and advances the tibial tuberosity. These two processes hinge on thin

areas of intact cortical bone at the distal aspect of the tibial crest osteotomy (TCO) and

caudal aspect of the TWO (tibial wedge osteotomy) (Figure 6). All studies investigating

this procedure have encountered intraoperative fractures associate with these hinge

points (Bruce et al., 2007, Moles et al., 2009, Renwick et al., 2009). In our study 17.3%

(4/23) of cases experienced fractures at the distal origin of the TCO and 17.3% (4/23)

of cases experienced fractures through the caudal origin of the TWO. When fractures

of  the TCO or  TWO occurred,  we experienced increased operative  time,  increased

difficulty in achieving and maintaining reduction and the requirement for additional

fixation  in  the  form  of  Kirschner  wire  in  cases  of  TCO  fractures.  In  clinical  cases,

Kirschner wire, tension bands and cortical screws applied in lag fashion have all been

described as  forms of  additional  fixation (Moles  et  al.,  2009).  Experience with the

procedure and familiarity with the proximal tibial anatomy may result in a decreased

complication rate however current literature reports fractures at the TCO occurs in

20.6% and 23.4% of cases (Bruce et al., 2007, Moles et al., 2009). 
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Figure  5.6:  A  schematic  of  the  osteotomies  that  constitute  the  TTO.  The  red  circles
highlight thin areas of cortical bones expected to be maintained during the osteotomies
and subsequent wedge reduction and crest advancement. 
 

 

5.8 Limitation and Future Directions 

 

The major limitation of this study and similarly performed cadaver-based studies of the

biomechanics  of  CLL-deficient  stifles  is  the  partial  and  crude  inclusion  of  dynamic

stabilizer  of  the stifle.  The importance of  the dynamic  stabilizers that  exist  in  vivo

cannot be understated. While the majority of human individuals lack dynamic knee

stability  after  anterior  cruciate  ligament  (ACL)  rupture,  there  is  a  subpopulation,

termed ‘copers’, who have the ability to dynamically stabilize their knee even during

pivoting sports activities without surgical reconstruction of the ACL (Moksnes et al.,

2008). Although the term ‘copers’ is not defined for veterinary patients, non-surgical

management  of  CCL  rupture  has  been described  with  generally  favourable  results

(Wucherer et al., 2013, Vasseur, 1984, Pond and Campbell, 1972). In the current study,

we elected to simulate the stabilization effects of the quadriceps and gastrocnemius

muscles, primarily as this would enable comparisons to similar studies involving the

TPLO, TTA and CTWO. Both of these muscle groups are considered contributory to CTS

and may  therefore  favour  persistence  of  CTS  in  the  model  used  in  our  study.  An

alternative for cadaver-based studies is the inclusion of the semitendinosus muscle in a
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cadaver loading model (Kanno et al., 2012) and during the development of our model,

consideration  was  given  to  inclusion  of  the  hamstring  mechanism  as  a  dynamic

restraint  against  CTS.  However,  it  was  decided  not  to  include  the  semitendinosus

muscle in the model as one of the objectives of this study was to compare the results

regarding the TTO to similar studies involving the TPLO, TTA and CTWO: therefore, it

was considered that muscle groups simulated should be analogous to that of these

studies (i.e. the quadriceps and gastrocnemius only) (Warzee et al., 2001, Apelt et al.,

2010,  Apelt  et  al.,  2007).  Second,  simulation  of  muscle  groups  is  crude  and  likely

inaccurate. As the hamstring muscle group is considered a restraint against CTS then

continued tensioning of a simulated hamstring muscle would eventually overcome CTS

regardless of CCL transection or application of the TTO.  

 

A second major limitation to this study is the evaluation of the TTO in a single position

with the osteotomies performed as would be done in a clinical case based on Bruce’s

instructions (Bruce and Robins, 2018). Similar studies investigating the TPLO and TTA

used custom implants that allowed for intraoperative adjustments of  TPA and PTA,

respectively allowing evaluation of the procedures at a range of angles in a single limb.

As  a  result,  the  authors  of  these  previous  studies  were  able  to  locate  what  was

described as ‘minimum tibial plateau rotation’ for TPLO or the ‘critical point’ for the

TTA.  In  both  of  these  previous  studies,  these  critical  biomechanical  points  were

described as the point at which CTS is resolved and further tibial plateau rotation or

tuberosity  advancement  resulted  in  caudal  tibial  subluxation  (Warzee  et  al.,  2001,

Apelt et al., 2007). Further, a combined custom hinge plate and 2 pin type 1a external

skeletal  fixator  has  been  used  to  evaluate  the  CTWO at  multiple  TPAs  in  a  single

procedure (Figure 9) (Apelt et al., 2010). This implant could be applied for the TTO in a

future  investigation  which  would  allow quantification  of  the  procedure  at  multiple

PTA’s in a single limb. 

A  third  major  limitation  is  the  effect  ITR  has  on  measuring  CTS  on  mediolateral

radiographs.  Internal  rotation  creates  a  three-dimensional  movement  of  the

radiopaque fiduciary marker placed in the tibia which cannot be accurately be assessed

on a mediolateral radiograph alone. Given the stifle is maintained in a fixed position

this  three-dimensional  movement  is  predominantly  in  the  craniocaudal  and
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mediolateral  directions  (with  negligible  proximodistal  movement).  In  essence,  with

increasing  ITR  there  will  be  an  aretfactual  reduction  CTS.  The  novel  concept  of

measuring ITR on axially aligned tibial radiographs introduced in this study presented a

potential avenue via which both craniocaudal and mediolateral movement could be

tracked (i.e.  measuring both CTS and ITR  on axially  aligned tibial  radiographs  only)

representing a significant improvement over the previously performed measurement

of CTS on mediolateral  radiographs only.  It  was however not possible as the metal

opacity of the apparatus of the muscle simulating devices, TTO apparatus and fiduciary

markers resulted in frequent summation and loss of  marker location on the axially

aligned radiographs. Two potential solutions to this have been identified: 1. Custom

made  plastic  implants  that  will  not  radiographically  summate  with  the  metal

radiopaque fiduciary markers or 2. Identification of ‘safe’ locations for the radiopaque

fiduciary  markers  that  will  not  interfere  with  either  the  metal  muscle  simulating

devices or the TTO apparatus.

A fifth limitation is that as the TWO is reduced the position of the tibial kirschner wire

used to quantify ITR may move if inadvertent rotation of the proximal and distal tibial

bone  segments  occurred  (i.e.  a  torsional  deformity).  We  consider  this  unlikely  as

apposition of  the major  proximal  and distal  facture  segments  was visually  deemed

appropriate based on cortical alignment of the cis cortex during bone plate application.

Torsional deformities induced by TTO are not reported in the current literature on the

procedure.

A final limitation is a possible flaw in the methodology associated with unloading and

reloading of the samples after CCL transection. Due to the nature of the experiment

the limb was required to be dismounted and remounted to assess the conditions of

CCL intact, CCL transected and after TTO. The limb was fixed proximally at an angle of

70o using 8 monocortical screws which was likely extremely consistent however the pes

location  was  only  marked  with  tape  cranially  and  laterally  with  tape  to  mark  its

required position. Despite this, this methodology is consistent with similarly performed

studies on the TPLO and TTA (Warzee et al., 2001, Apelt et al., 2007). There exists a

cadaver  limb  loading  study  assessing  the  relationship  between  the  semitendinosus

muscle and the CCL where the pes was fixed to the base of  the loading frame via
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kirschner wire (Kanno et al., 2012). This methodology may aid in reducing iatrogenic

variance introduced by variability in limb positions at different loading conditions.

 

Figure  5.7:  Apelt  et  al.  custom hinge plate  when combined with a  type 1a external
skeletal fixator has been used to evaluate the CTWO procedure at a range of TPAs in a
single procedure. This combination of fixation could be applied to evaluate the TTO at
multiple PTAs (Apelt et al., 2007).
 

The gold standard method for evaluation of the tibial osteotomy techniques on CTS

and ITR would involve in vivo imaging of naturally occurring CCL rupture with biplanar

fluoroscopic analysis before and after application of the technique being investigated

and the inclusion of long term follow up. Studies of this nature are currently being

performed; however, data is currently limited, and conclusions are not yet possible

(Schwede et  al.,  2018,  Rey et al.,  2014a).  Studies  using force plate  gait  analysis  to

achieve  objective  outcome measures  have  been performed for  the  TPLO,  TTA  and

extracapsular repair techniques based on achieved peak vertical force (PVF) at walk

and trot. These studies have demonstrated the most favorable outcomes for the TPLO

which achieved a similar PVF to a control population by 6-12 months followed by TTA

and  extracapsular  repair  which  never  achieved  similar  PVF  relative  to  control

population (Krotscheck  et  al.,  2016).  Evaluation  of  the TTO in  both  these styles  of

experiment would be of benefit to the procedure gaining more mainstream appeal and

to facilitate evidence-based decisions of surgical approaches to CCL rupture. 

 

5.9 Conclusions 

 

Both CTS and ITR could be induced and measured in our radiographic cadaver model.

The TTO can be effective in eliminating CTS and ITR that is observed in the CCL deficient
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stifle.  More  likely  however  CTS  will  persist  (albeit  reduced)  with  an  accompanying

persistence  or  worsening  of  ITR  after  TTO.  Ongoing  rotational  instability  may be a

cause  of  persistence  of  CTS  after  a  proximal  tibial  osteotomy  for  CCL-rupture  and

should be considered when dogs perform poorly after a technically sound surgery. 

Despite actual WA being approximately 2o greater than planned we do not advise

compensating for this when selecting a wedge gauge as the post-operative PTA we

achieved very closely approximated the planned 90o (90.3 ± 3.2o). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

6. General Discussion 

 

The objectives of this study were to assess the effects of the Triple Tibial Osteotomy

(TTO) in a radiographic cadaver model, including the effects of the procedure on

cranial tibial subluxation (CTS) and internal tibial rotation (ITR) and also to assess the

accuracy of the tibial wedge osteotomy (TWO). 
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6.1 Radiographic Cadaver Studies 

 

Performing a radiographic cadaver-based loading studies presented a suitable and

effective  model  for  testing  the  biomechanical  principle  of  the  TTO  procedure.

Similar  models  have  been  previously  used to  assess  the  Tibial  Plateau  Levelling

Osteotomy (TPLO), Tibial Tuberosity Advancement (TTA) and Cranial Tibial Wedge

Osteotomy  (CTWO)  techniques  in  cadaver-based studies  of  dogs  (Warzee  et  al.,

2001,  Apelt  et  al.,  2007,  Apelt  et  al.,  2010).  Biomechanical  investigations  of  the

loading conditions of the knee in humans are well documented, dating back to 1978

with the Oxford Knee Rig (Bourne et al., 1978). These models provide advantages for

research applications,  including the relative simplicity  of  the performance of  the

model, whilst being able to create consistent conditions for limb loading. However,

there are also disadvantages of these research techniques, notably the crude and

incomplete inclusion of the muscles that contribute significantly to stifle stability in

vivo.  This  limitation  is  particularly  relevant  when  assessing  the  proximal  tibial

osteotomies,  as  the  semitendinosus  and  semimebranosus,  quadriceps  and

gastroncnemius muscle groups are the major dynamic stabilizers of the stifle (Cook,

2010).  Despite this  limitation,  our muscle simulation was sufficiently  accurate to

enable the limb to be maintained in a stance position, at prescribed coxofemoral,

stifle and tibiotarsal angles and the induced CTS and ITR that were achieved in the

current  study  were  similar  to  those  reported  in  previously  performed  studies

(Arnoczky and Marshall, 1977, Warzee et al., 2001).  Bruce et al (2007) attributed

the clinical success of the TTO to the stability conferred by these dynamic stabilizers,

as CTS was found to persist in 90.9% of cases at long term follow up (Bruce et al.,

2007).  An  in vivo  study assessing the TTO procedure, using biplanar fluoroscopic

imaging, would provide valuable information to confirm the conclusions of Bruce et

al. (2007).   

 

Our  study  introduced  a  novel  method  of  tracking  ITR  and  CTS  in  the  same  limb.  The

technique,  which  was  relatively  simple  to  apply,  enabled  the  relationship  between

persistence of CTS and ITR to be observed. Future investigations into the TTA and TPLO

would  benefit  from  concurrent  assessment  of  ITR  via  our  described method  to  assess
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whether  failure  of  resolution  of  CTS  is  similarity  accompanied  by  a  persistence  in  ITR.

Further  to  this,  if  CTS  and  ITR  are  found  to  persist,  investigation  of  the  impact  of

introducing rotational stability and assessing the effect on CTS could be measured. 

 

6.2 The TTO as a Proximal Tibial Osteotomy 

 

Across our sample population,  the TTO caused a modest reduction in CTS and ITR.

Within the sample population, however, there were two groups of results. In 9 of 23

limbs, CTS and ITR were resolved very closely to pre-operative levels and in 14 of 23

limbs, CTS had a much milder reduction accompanied by a persistence or worsening of

ITR.  Despite  persistence  of  CTS  in  a  high  percentage  of  clinical  cases  of  the  TTO

(90.9%), Bruce et al. (2007) documented good clinical outcomes, albeit with generally

subjective outcome measures. Persistence of CTS has been previously documented in

static and dynamic imaging studies for the TPLO and TTA (Kim et al., 2012, Schwede et

al., 2018), suggesting this is an issue that is not unique to the TTO and may not affect

clinical outcomes in all cases. In clinical cases that do perform poorly after a proximal

tibial osteotomy technique for CCL-rupture, we advise that consideration be given to

assessing and addressing persisting rotation instability alongside other common causes

of  poor  outcomes  (e.g.  postliminary  meniscal  tear,  infection,  implant  related

complications). 

 

The  TTO  procedure  does  not  enjoy  popularity  in  clinical  practice  or  the  scientific

literature, both of which are dominated by the TPLO and TTA techniques (Duerr et al.,

2014). The lack of scientific interest in the procedure no doubt contributes to poor

uptake  of  the  TTO  into  clinical  surgical  practice,  worldwide.  The  objective  of  the

current study was to develop greater understanding of the biomechanical outcomes of

the  TTO  procedure.  Radiographic  cadaver  loading  studies  provide  foundation

information  to  provide  ‘proof  of  concept’  for  the  TTO,  upon  which  co-ordinated

scientific assessment of the procedure can be built. Further information and studies

required are several fold and include large prospective and/or retrospective studies of

complication  rates  and  outcomes,  prospective  studies  with  objective  outcome

measures  and  long  term  follow  up  and  studies  involving  comparison  with  other

proximal  tibial  osteotomy  techniques,  extracapular  techniques  and  non-surgical
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management. The results of the current study suggest that CTS and ITR can be resolved

via the TTO in a radiographic cadaver model however, it was found to be more likely

that there would be a more mild reduction in CTS and persistence of ITR suggesting

persisting  stifle  instability.  Dynamic  imaging  studies  could be applied to  assess  the

ability of the dynamic stabilizers of the stifle to restrain CTS and ITR in vivo.  

 

While the results of our study demonstrated that elimination of CTS can achieved by

the TTO technique, it is important to consider that this procedure is more complicated

and  time  consuming  than  the  TPLO  and  TTA  due  to  the  requirement  of  three

osteotomies (compared to one for the TPLO and TTA) involving tenuous bone hinges

that  are  prone  to  fracture,  leading  to  increased  operative  time.  Each  osteotomy

presents  a  potential  source for  error  in  achieving  a post-operative  patellar  tendon

angle (PTA) of 90o. Part of our study involved assessing the TWO which was found to

be consistently 2o greater than planned on the both the medial and lateral aspects of

the tibia.  Despite this  error,  our post-operative PTA very closely approximately the

planned 90o (90.3 ± 3.2o).  Based on this  finding we do not advise revising planned

wedge angles down 2o when using the Veterinary Instrumentation wedge osteotomy

gauges. 

 

6.3 Conclusions 

 

Using a cadaver-based model with muscle simulation it was confirmed that transection

of the CCL induced the anticipated biomechanical abnormalities of excessive CTS and

ITR. Overall, the TTO procedure resulted in a modest reduction of CTS and ITR. Within

the sample population there were found to be two groups of results. In 9 of 23 limbs

the TTO was successful in returning CTS and ITR to almost CCL intact levels. Whereas in

14 of 23 limbs there was only a modest reduction of CTS and persistence or worsening

of  ITR.  This  study  provided  important  information  and  understanding  of  the  TTO

procedure, specifically its effects on CTS and ITR which may broadly be applied to other

proximal tibial osteotomy techniques. It highlighted the importance of assessing ITR as

it  is  possibly  a  contributing  cause  of  persistent  instability  despite  technically  well

performed surgery. The effect of ITR on the TPLO and TTA is an area that would benefit

from further research. 
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